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I have a patron in our Library today (who will also be here tomorrow) who needs whatever appears in Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4 [part 3], on page 165 regarding Alexander Guthrey and on page 173 regarding Alexander Guthery. These citations are from Sims Index, so we have no idea whether it is a list, an article, two articles, etc. Our copy is missing pages 147 to the end of the volume.

Does anyone have time to scan and e-mail me the information, or photocopy and fax (304-558-4193)?

After this man's inquiry is answered, I wonder if anyone can send me those pages to tip in our volume, or if anyone has an extra copy of Volume 4, or of Volume 4/Part 3 that I could have for postage, or in trade for a copy of West Virginia Historical Highway Markers?

I would appreciate your help.

Thanks,
Susan

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Houston, Texas

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 1:15 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Need pages from Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4

I have a patron in our Library today (who will also be here tomorrow) who needs whatever appears in Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4 [part 3], on page 165 regarding Alexander Guthrey and on page 173 regarding Alexander Guthery. This citations are from Sims Index, so we have no idea whether it is a list, an article, two articles, etc. Our copy is missing pages 147 to the end of the volume.

Does anyone have time to scan and e-mail me the information, or photocopy and fax (304-558-4193)?

After this man's inquiry is answered, I wonder if anyone can send me those pages to tip in our volume, or if anyone has an extra copy of Volume 4, or of Volume 4/Part 3 that I could have for postage, or in trade for a copy of West Virginia Historical Highway Markers?

I would appreciate your help.

Thanks,

Susan

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov  Tue Mar  1 15:00:10 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2016 20:00:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need pages from Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4
In-Reply-To: <008201d173f4$29ddc7f0$7d9957d0$@ix.netcom.com>
References:
    <SN1PR09MB076602484D979115C2C4CB47D8BB0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
    <008201d173f4$29ddc7f0$7d9957d0$@ix.netcom.com>
Message-ID:
    <SN1PR09MB07668BB47FE2174E07CC5B9D8BB0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

Thanks.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pat
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 2:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need pages from Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4

FamilySearch has that book digitized on their website. I just pulled it up on-line and Alex Guthrey is mentioned on both page 165 and 173.
Pat Metcalfe
Volunteer, Clayton Library center for Genealogical Research
Houston, Texas

Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 1:15 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Need pages from Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4

I have a patron in our Library today (who will also be here tomorrow) who needs whatever appears in Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary, Volume 4 [part 3], on page 165 regarding Alexander Guthrey and on page 173 regarding Alexander Guthery. This citations are from Sims Index, so we have no idea whether it is a list, an article, two articles, etc. Our copy is missing pages 147 to the end of the volume.

Does anyone have time to scan and e-mail me the information, or photocopy and fax (304-558-4193)?

After this man's inquiry is answered, I wonder if anyone can send me those pages to tip in our volume, or if anyone has an extra copy of Volume 4, or of Volume 4/Part 3 that I could have for postage, or in trade for a copy of West Virginia Historical Highway Markers?
I would appreciate your help.

Thanks,
Susan

Susan Scouras  
Librarian/Library Manager  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

------------- next part -------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: 
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160301/3ce6442b/attachment.html>

From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)  
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 18:50:44 +0000  
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia birth, death and marriage records were not destroyed in 1921 Capitol fire  
Message-ID: <SN1PR09MB07663A0FCBD46CB1BA5A1C3BD0BBC0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

I want to make it clear to my fellow genealogy librarians so you can provide your patrons with correct information regarding genealogy research in West Virginia records: The 1917-1921 West Virginia state birth and death records were not destroyed. You will find all of the original state death certificates up through for this time period and original state birth records up through 1915 in our free online database, www.wvculture.org/vrr<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr>. Copies of uncertified original state birth certificates from 1915 through 1917 (actually to 1930) are available in the Archives and History Library, or by research request letter. Copies of uncertified state death certificate through 1973 are also available the same way. All original state birth and death records from 1917 to the present are available from the Vital Registration Office of the West Virginia Dept. of Health.

Internet Genealogy magazine's Feb/Mar 2016 issue has an article by David Norris, "State House Fires and Your Genealogy Research," that has grievous errors about record losses in West Virginia from the 1921 Capitol fire. As far as I have been able to determine in years of research into losses from this fire, there were few records of public interest lost. Some were rescued, some saved in fireproof safes and many were not even housed in that particular building. Most of the irreplaceable losses were agency internal records and working files.

Like many other state offices, the then Dept. of Archives and History was not in the Capitol itself at that time, but in the Capitol Annex building across the street that was not involved in the fire, nor in subsequent fires in the temporary buildings between the loss of the Capitol in 1921 and the opening of the new Capitol in 1932. The Archives' collections survived intact to be moved into a new library and museum in the main building of the Cass Gilbert-designed Capitol in 1932, and then to the current location in the Culture Center in 1976. We have the state land tax books, the copies of pre-statehood land grants for counties that became part of WV made by State Auditor Sims from the Virginia-held originals,
corporation registers, mine reports and much more.

The statement is made that "Record losses were heavy . . .," which is not true of vital records at all. Norris goes on to say: "As of 1 January 1917, West Virginia began the statewide collection of birth, marriage, and death (BMD) records. Such records destroyed in the 1921 fire were replaced from county sources. Today, the West Virginia Division of Culture and History offers an online database of BMD records at www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx>." Thank goodness VRR is mentioned, but this is otherwise incorrect.

First of all, marriage records were not collected by WV state Vital Registration until 1964. Marriage records were kept at the county level from the beginning of each county as a county of Virginia, and are still kept by the counties. Copies of birth, death and marriage records were sent to Richmond prior to West Virginia statehood in 1863, but West Virginia did not collect any birth, death and marriage records at the state level until births and deaths in 1917. Second, the 1917-1921 state birth and death records were not destroyed. The actual certificates for this time period and selected periods after are in notebooks sitting on shelves on our third floor and have also been microfilmed and digitized.

Not related to the fire, there are a chunk of birth records for men only for a six month or so period around 1921 or so (don't remember exactly when) that were missing when the original certificate collection was transferred from WV Dept. of Health Vital Registration Office to the State Archives in the 1970's. They weren't lost in the fire, but somewhere between the fire and the transfer. Vital Registration did not replace them with county records, but refers people to the county clerks to get those records. We have the relevant county records on microfilm. Some individuals may have later obtained a state Delayed Birth Record that would be available from Vital Registration and/or the relevant county.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

---------- next part ----------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/f929c029/attachment.html>

From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Wed Mar  2 14:58:26 2016
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 12:58:26 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia birth, death and marriage records were not destroyed in 1921 Capitol fire
In-Reply-To: <SN1PR09MB07663A0FCBD46CB1BA5A1C3BD8BC0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <SN1PR09MB07663A0FCBD46CB1BA5A1C3BD8BC0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+W1aXWywC7v4mqqJ8AVSVS_cZtPT1mLjejv-ZhxI_bQW0+SA@mail.gmail.com>

Excellent report Susan.

James K. Jeffrey
On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 11:50 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:

> I want to make it clear to my fellow genealogy librarians so you can
> provide your patrons with correct information regarding genealogy research
> in West Virginia records: *The 1917-1921 West Virginia state birth and
deadth records were not destroyed. You will find all of the original state
death certificates up through for this time period and original state birth
records up through 1915 in our free online database, www.wvculture.org/vrr
<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr>*. Copies of uncertified original state
birth certificates from 1915 through 1917 (actually to 1930) are available
in the Archives and History Library, or by research request letter. Copies
of uncertified state death certificate through 1973 are also available the
same way. *All original state birth and death records from 1917 to the
present are available from the Vital Registration Office of the West
Virginia Dept. of Health.*

> *Internet Genealogy* magazine?s Feb/Mar 2016 issue has an article by
> David Norris, ?State House Fires and Your Genealogy Research,? that has
grievous errors about record losses in West Virginia from the 1921 Capitol
fire. As far as I have been able to determine in years of research into
losses from this fire, there were few records of public interest lost. Some
were rescued, some saved in fireproof safes and many were not even housed
in that particular building. Most of the irreplaceable losses were agency
internal records and working files.

> Like many other state offices, the then Dept. of Archives and History was
not in the Capitol itself at that time, but in the Capitol Annex building
across the street that was not involved in the fire, nor in subsequent
fires in the temporary buildings between the loss of the Capitol in 1921
and the opening of the new Capitol in 1932. The Archives? collections
survived intact to be moved into a new library and museum in the main
building of the Cass Gilbert-designed Capitol in 1932, and then to the
current location in the Culture Center in 1976. We have the state land tax
books, the copies of pre-statehood land grants for counties that became
part of WV made by State Auditor Sims from the Virginia-held originals,
corporation registers, mine reports and much more.

> The statement is made that ?Record losses were heavy . . . ,? which is not
true of vital records at all. Norris goes on to say: ?As of 1 January 1917,
West Virginia began the statewide collection of birth, marriage, and death
(BMD) records. Such records destroyed in the 1921 fire were replaced from
county sources. Today, the West Virginia Division of Culture and History
offers an online database of BMD records at
www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx.? Thank goodness VRR is mentioned,
but this is otherwise incorrect.
First of all, *marriage records were not collected by WV state Vital Registration until 1964*. Marriage records were kept at the county level from the beginning of each county as a county of Virginia, and are still kept by the counties. Copies of birth, death and marriage records were sent to *Richmond* prior to West Virginia statehood in 1863, but West Virginia did not collect any birth, death and marriage records at the state level until births and deaths in 1917. Second, *the 1917-1921 state birth and death records were not destroyed*. The actual certificates for this time period and selected periods after are in notebooks sitting on shelves on our third floor and have also been microfilmed and digitized.

*Not related to the fire*, there are a chunk of birth records for men only for a six month or so period around 1921 or so (don?t remember exactly when) that were missing when the original certificate collection was transferred from WV Dept. of Health Vital Registration Office to the State Archives in the 1970?s. They weren?t lost in the fire, but somewhere between the fire and the transfer. Vital Registration did not replace them with county records, but refers people to the county clerks to get those records. We have the relevant county records on microfilm. Some individuals may have later obtained a state Delayed Birth Record that would be available from Vital Registration and/or the relevant county.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/590de24a/attachment.html>
I hope you are also sending this information as a Letter to the Editor. I am amazed when what seem to be quality authors and publications don't run these articles by the experts in an area before printing. Mercifully, it does not happen too often.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

I want to make it clear to my fellow genealogy librarians so you can provide your patrons with correct information regarding genealogy research in West Virginia records: The 1917-1921 West Virginia state birth and death records were not destroyed. You will find all of the original state death certificates up through for this time period and original state birth records up through 1915 in our free online database, www.wvculture.org/vrr<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr>. Copies of uncertified original state birth certificates from 1915 through 1917 (actually to 1930) are available in the Archives and History Library, or by research request letter. Copies of uncertified state death certificate through 1973 are also available the same way. All original state birth and death records from 1917 to the present are available from the Vital Registration Office of the West Virginia Dept. of Health.

Internet Genealogy magazine's Feb/Mar 2016 issue has an article by David Norris, "State House Fires and Your Genealogy Research," that has grievous errors about record losses in West Virginia from the 1921 Capitol fire. As far as I have been able to determine in years of research into losses from this fire, there were few records of public interest lost. Some were rescued, some saved in fireproof safes and many were not even housed in that particular building. Most of the irreplaceable losses were agency internal records and working files.

Like many other state offices, the then Dept. of Archives and History was not in the Capitol itself at that time, but in the Capitol Annex building across the street that was not involved in the fire, nor in subsequent fires in the temporary buildings between the loss of the Capitol in 1921 and the opening of the new Capitol in 1932. The Archives' collections survived intact to be moved into a new library and museum in the main building of the Cass Gilbert-designed Capitol in
1932, and then to the current location in the Culture Center in 1976. We have the state land tax books, the copies of pre-statehood land grants for counties that became part of WV made by State Auditor Sims from the Virginia-held originals, corporation registers, mine reports and much more.

The statement is made that "Record losses were heavy . . .," which is not true of vital records at all. Norris goes on to say: "As of 1 January 1917, West Virginia began the statewide collection of birth, marriage, and death (BMD) records. Such records destroyed in the 1921 fire were replaced from county sources. Today, the West Virginia Division of Culture and History offers an online database of BMD records at www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx>." Thank goodness VRR is mentioned, but this is otherwise incorrect.

First of all, marriage records were not collected by WV state Vital Registration until 1964. Marriage records were kept at the county level from the beginning of each county as a county of Virginia, and are still kept by the counties. Copies of birth, death and marriage records were sent to Richmond prior to West Virginia statehood in 1863, but West Virginia did not collect any birth, death and marriage records at the state level until births and deaths in 1917. Second, the 1917-1921 state birth and death records were not destroyed. The actual certificates for this time period and selected periods after are in notebooks sitting on shelves on our third floor and have also been microfilmed and digitized.

Not related to the fire, there are a chunk of birth records for men only for a six month or so period around 1921 or so (don't remember exactly when) that were missing when the original certificate collection was transferred from WV Dept. of Health Vital Registration Office to the State Archives in the 1970's. They weren't lost in the fire, but somewhere between the fire and the transfer. Vital Registration did not replace them with county records, but refers people to the county clerks to get those records. We have the relevant county records on microfilm. Some individuals may have later obtained a state Delayed Birth Record that would be available from Vital Registration and/or the relevant county.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/a3b17cf1/attachment-0001.html>

From Chuck.Voellinger at cityofdenton.com Wed Mar  2 16:11:52 2016
From: Chuck.Voellinger at cityofdenton.com (Voellinger, Chuck A.)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 21:11:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
Message-ID: <d4080a89f9f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>

Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician.
My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still be a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,
Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/f33407f2/attachment.html>

From pcooper at irclibrary.org  Wed Mar  2 16:11:52 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 16:11:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers
Message-ID: <008e01d174c8$24ee8e30$6ecbaa90$@irclibrary.org>

Does anyone know where I can get access to the original handwritten (not typed) Territorial Papers (Florida) of the U.S.? I thought they may have been microfilmed by the National Archives. I feel like I have seen them, but guess I am getting too close to retirement to remember!!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Mar 2 16:43:00 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 21:43:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia birth, death and marriage records were not destroyed in 1921 Capitol fire
In-Reply-To: <BLUPR10MB0356111F229A2B87AA5F8DB2B5BC0@BLUPR10MB0356.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References: <SN1PR09MB07663A0FCBD46CB1BA5A1C3BD08BC0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<Message-ID: <SN1PR09MB07666C5B18D1ADB97AA3B33DD8BC0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We have. I was surprised because it was David Norris. We have seen similar mistakes/misunderstandings before and have never been able to find the source of the incorrect information, at least never in a printed source that the author used as a reference.
Susan
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

I hope you are also sending this information as a Letter to the Editor. I am amazed when what seem to be quality authors and publications don't run these articles by the experts in an area before printing. Mercifully, it does not happen too often.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org<mailto:munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia birth, death and marriage records were not destroyed in 1921 Capitol fire

I want to make it clear to my fellow genealogy librarians so you can provide your patrons with correct information regarding genealogy research in West Virginia records: The 1917-1921 West Virginia state birth and death records were not destroyed. You will find all of the original state death certificates up through for this time period and original state birth records up through 1915 in our free online database, www.wvculture.org/vrr<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr>. Copies of uncertified original state birth certificates from 1915 through 1917 (actually to 1930) are available in the Archives and History Library, or by research request letter. Copies of uncertified state death certificate through 1973 are also available the same way. All original state birth and death records from 1917 to the present are available from the Vital Registration Office of the West Virginia Dept. of Health.

Internet Genealogy magazine's Feb/Mar 2016 issue has an article by David Norris, "State House Fires and Your Genealogy Research," that has grievous errors about record losses in West Virginia from the 1921 Capitol fire. As far as I have been able to determine in years of research into losses from this fire, there were few records of public interest lost. Some were rescued, some saved in fireproof safes and many were not even housed in that particular building. Most of the irreplaceable losses were agency internal records and working files.

Like many other state offices, the then Dept. of Archives and History was not in the Capitol itself at that time, but in the Capitol Annex building across the street that was not involved in the fire, nor in subsequent fires in the temporary buildings between the loss of the Capitol in 1921 and the opening of the new Capitol in 1932. The Archives' collections survived intact to be moved into a new library and museum in the main building of the Cass Gilbert-designed Capitol in 1932, and then to the current location in the Culture Center in 1976. We have the state land tax books, the copies of pre-statehood land grants for counties that became part of WV made by State Auditor Sims from the Virginia-held originals, corporation registers, mine reports and much more.

The statement is made that "Record losses were heavy . . . .," which is not true of vital records at all. Norris goes on to say: "As of 1 January 1917, West Virginia began the statewide collection of birth, marriage, and death (BMD) records. Such records destroyed in the 1921 fire were replaced from county sources. Today, the West Virginia Division of Culture and History offers an online database of BMD records at www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx<http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx>." Thank goodness VRR is mentioned, but this is otherwise incorrect.

First of all, marriage records were not collected by WV state Vital Registration until 1964. Marriage records were kept at the county level from the beginning of each county as a county of Virginia, and are still kept by the counties. Copies of birth, death and marriage records were sent to Richmond prior to West Virginia statehood in 1863, but West Virginia did not collect any birth, death and marriage records at the state level until births and deaths in 1917. Second, the 1917-1921 state birth and death records were not destroyed. The actual certificates for this time period and selected periods after are in notebooks sitting on shelves on our third floor and have also been microfilmed and digitized.

Not related to the fire, there are a chunk of birth records for men only for a six month or so period around 1921 or so (don't remember exactly when) that were missing when the original certificate collection was transferred from WV Dept. of Health Vital Registration Office to the State Archives in the 1970's. They weren't
lost in the fire, but somewhere between the fire and the transfer. Vital Registration did not replace them with county records, but refers people to the county clerks to get those records. We have the relevant county records on microfilm. Some individuals may have later obtained a state Delayed Birth Record that would be available from Vital Registration and/or the relevant county.

Susan Scouras  
Librarian/Library Manager  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/69bbeccc/attachment.html>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Voellinger, Chuck A.  
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 4:12 PM  
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

We hold similar records, as well as the little state-issued notebooks that doctors and midwives carried to record births. We are withholding them from placement online for 100 years from the most recent date in the records, as we are currently required to do for county and state birth records. (See our West Virginia Vital Research Records database, http://www.wvculture.org/vrr. I think putting them online is a definite NO for years to come. Several states actually have laws, not just regulations, preventing release of these records to the general public. In almost all states one has to demonstrate close relationship to obtain the record of someone other than oneself: parent, foster or step-parent, legal guardian, child, sibling and sometimes grandparent, aunt/uncle.

If you can separate them by date the older records could go online first. If it is an alphabetical arrangement with mixed dates, you will have a problem with it until you can show all of the dates on a page. We have that with county ledger book birth and death records. Individual certificates are not a problem.

Susan Scouras  
Librarian/Library Manager  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician. My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,
Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx

---

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org
Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician. My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,
Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx

Mea culpa! The date was changed some time ago but I used an old notice. Please see the note below from my conscientious staff Tish Como.

Don Wilson

Please note that Peter Henriques' presentation at Bull Run Regional Library is scheduled for May 24, 2016, at 7 p.m., not March 29th as previously posted. We apologize for the confusion.

FORMER FRIENDS: GEORGE WASHINGTON'S BREAK WITH GEORGE MASON AND THOMAS JEFFERSON
Presented by Peter Henriques

Join Peter Henriques, noted Washington Scholar / Professor of History Emeritus, George Mason University, and author of A Realistic Visionary: a Portrait of George Washington, for an examination of the complicated relationship between three of the Founding Fathers. This program will be presented on Tuesday, May 24,
at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Library. Dr. Henriques will offer copies of book for sale after the lecture. Funding for this program is provided by Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries.

To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org%3cmailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>>. You may also register at RELIC Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by clicking on the program date.

Submitted by

Tish Como

Tish Como, Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC) for Genealogy and Local History Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, VA 20109
(703) 792-4544

To subscribe, change options, or unsubscribe please see the instructions at http://listlva.lib.va.us/archives/va-hist.html

From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (Laura Scott)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 16:18:57 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers
In-Reply-To: <008e01d174c8$24ee8e30$6ecbaa90$@irclibrary.org>
References: <008e01d174c8$24ee8e30$6ecbaa90$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <A617EC64F5F64D359E56D5429F9B10AE@Momsoffice>

I know the University of West Florida, John C. Pace Library at Pensacola has them.

From: Pam Cooper
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2016 3:11 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers

Does anyone know where I can get access to the original handwritten (not typed) Territorial Papers (Florida) of the U.S.? I thought they may have been microfilmed by the National Archives. I feel like I have seen them, but guess I am getting too close to retirement to remember!!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
As I understand it, the books of Territorial Papers are compilations of selected items from various government entities. Some may be from the records of the Secretary of State, Secretary of War, U.S. District Court Records, etc. So to find the original of an particular item within the books you would need to search the records of the entity that created it.

You might look at the explanation at https://njculibrary.wordpress.com/2012/09/14/online-primary-sources-for-american-history-the-territorial-papers-of-the-united-states/

He also provides a link to the Calendar of Papers in Washington Archives of the United States (to 1873) that might also be helpful.

AnnS
C. Ann Staley, CG, CGL
Genealogical Lecturer, Instructor, and Consultant
http://cannstaley.com
NGS 2016 Conference Chair
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2016 3:11 PM  
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
Subject: [Genealib] Territorial Papers

Does anyone know where I can get access to the original handwritten (not typed) Territorial Papers (Florida) of the U.S.? I thought they may have been microfilmed by the National Archives. I feel like I have seen them, but guess I am getting too close to retirement to remember!!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor  
Archive Center & Genealogy Department  
Indian River County Main Library  
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446  
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org  
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list  
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

____________ next part ________________
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/1608484f/attachment.html>

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Wed Mar 2 18:49:00 2016
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 18:49:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
In-Reply-To: <d4080a89f94f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>
References: <d4080a89f94f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7YN7Ff2M6K4SZnn+-nqoKmEXHvo0uDxdQMrmA-d6Ppg2w@mail.gmail.com>

Chuck:

What a terrific item.
This primary source - sounds like a ledger register - much like an
annotated index, giving brief information on each birth - and would be
helpful to genealogists.

Indexes like this that give only the person's surname - DOB - mother's name
are widely available - on microfilm, book formats etc. are routinely put
online with no restrictions.

Given the cost and the goals of the library - you could plan to put it
online - perhaps using the census - 72 year rule of thumb. Even though
these aren't 'birth certificates' I'd suggest you double check with your
legal counsel to see what the law covering this is index is in the state of
Texas.

Onward,

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 4:11 PM, Voellinger, Chuck A. <Chuck.Voellinger at cityofdenton.com> wrote:

> Greetings,
> 
> We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a
> facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The
> information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name,
> race and attending physician.
> 
> My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might
> there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it
> might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library
> and I?ve not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types
> of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.
> 
> Thanks for reading and any help!
>
> Best regards,
> 
> Chuck Voellinger
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2016 16:55:25 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
In-Reply-To: <CAFnPa7YN7Ff2M6K4SZnn+-nqoKmEXHvo0uDxdQMrmA-d6Ppg2w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <d4080a89fbf94f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>
<Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUD14sVpSA37wSDTyB_juEdsW_JRghBS02dxSHwHyO1yQ@mail.gmail.com>

Tom's advice to check is good. In my state (NY) even "indexes" to births
must be held back 75 years. The 1960s are only 65 years or so. Check to see
what you local vital records laws are, and see if you can get some things
online or whether it would be prudent to wait.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 3:49 PM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>
wrote:

> Chuck:
> What a terrific item.
> This primary source - sounds like a ledger register - much like an
> annotated index, giving brief information on each birth - and would be
> helpful to genealogists.
>
> Indexes like this that give only the person's surname - DOB - mother's
> name are widely available - on microfilm, book formats etc. are routinely
> put online with no restrictions.
>
> Given the cost and the goals of the library - you could plan to put it
> online - perhaps using the census - 72 year rule of thumb. Even though
> these aren't 'birth certificates' I'd suggest you double check with your
> legal counsel to see what the law covering this is index is in the state of
>
> Onward,
>
> Tom
On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 4:11 PM, Voellinger, Chuck A. <Chuck.Voellinger at cityofdenton.com> wrote:

Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician.

My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still be a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,

Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx

--
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160302/a3194105/attachment.html>
The 2016 Indiana Genealogical Society Annual Meeting and Conference will be held on Saturday, April 16th at the Allen County Public Library in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The conference will feature eight sessions on two tracks with speakers Jeanne Larzalere Bloom, CG, and Jen Baldwin. Jen’s sessions are sponsored by the Allen County Genealogical Society and the Doug and Joni Lehman Charitable Foundation. Indiana Librarians: All sessions have been approved for LEUs or TLEUs

- Session A: Miracles, Mysteries & Mayhem: Online Family Trees - Jeanne Larzalere Bloom, CG [1 TLEU]. We want to build on the research of others but those online family trees often contain miracles, mysteries and mayhem. Does the tree need to be pruned? Learn effective techniques to determine if branches on a tree are diseased or if they are healthy.
- Session B: Being More than Social on Social Media - Jen Baldwin [1 TLEU]. A good social media plan will go a long way toward promoting your family history research, genealogy society, or business. Understanding how to put that plan together, however, is a bit more than just being ?friendly? on Facebook.
- Session C: The Art of Negative-Space Research: Women - Jeanne Larzalere Bloom, CG [1 LEU]. Like using negative space in art, the successful identification of women is often accomplished by using the records of friends and family.
- Session D: Paperless Genealogy: Eliminating the Binders, File Cabinets and PostIt Notes - Jen Baldwin [1 TLEU]. Have you ever found yourself in a library or archive only to be without that one essential document you need to evaluate a new piece of evidence? Going paperless can solve that problem, and allow you to take every shred of your research with you in mobile form? but how do you actually accomplish this seemingly overwhelming task?
- Session E: You're Not in Kansas Anymore: Essential Resources for Urban-Area Research - Jeanne Larzalere Bloom, CG [1 LEU]. Urban-area research is challenging but not impossible. Begin with what you KNOW. Determine the GOAL. Develop a Research Plan. The successful researcher needs to understand what records are available and where those records might be located.
- Session F: Preserving Your Personal Archives - Jen Baldwin [1 TLEU]. The technology we need to digitize our family collections is all around us, and it can be stunningly simple. Take away easy-to-apply methods, great hacks for getting the job done, and action items you can start on today!
- Session G: Bringing Life to Our Ancestors: Manuscript Collections - Jeanne Larzalere Bloom, CG [1 LEU]. Learn how to locate and how to use manuscript collections. Case studies show how these underutilized collections can bring an ancestor to life.
- Session H: Go Back to School: Utilizing University Resources - Jen Baldwin [1 LEU]. The local college or university can be one of your best tools for family history research. What they offer, how they are interconnected and how you can access these materials will all be covered in this lecture, as well as examples of using some of the unexpected or untraditional genealogical resources.

Registration for this all-day conference is $45 ($35 for IGS members before April 4th). For more information, or to register online, visit: http://www.IndianaAncestors.org <http://www.indianaancestors.org/>
We usually follow the same rules as for the release of Federal Census material, 72 years after the event, so these records would be too recent to release.

Marjorie R. Bardeen
Director of Library Services

<http://www.lancasterhistory.org/>

230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, Pa 17603
(717)-392-4633 ex. 119

<http://www.lancasterhistory.org/> www.lancasterhistory.org

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician.

My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.
Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,

Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx
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From genbook at gmail.com Thu Mar  3 09:50:46 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 06:50:46 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
In-Reply-To: <005c01d17556$14f93a50$3eebaef0@$@lancasterhistory.org>
References: <d4080a89f9f9f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>
<Message-ID: <CAKEeONhXFHb-LkQQ8G7156-j09njDMyqZkhg2L5CT2PKkE6EfA@mail.gmail.com>>

There is a nice collection of data at:
http://viewshare.org/profiles/profile/etrcdigital/

I have actually spoken to the person who put it together. Maybe the data could be displayed without identifying names?

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 6:07 AM, Marjorie Bardeen <marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org> wrote:

> We usually follow the same rules as for the release of Federal Census material, 72 years after the event, so these records would be too recent to release.
>
Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother’s name, race and attending physician.

My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I’ve not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,

Chuck Voellinger

Special Collections Librarian

Emily Fowler Library

Denton, Tx
I just got the index today and it was interesting since I had just discussed with my co-volunteer on how to handle parts of files that can't go online.

We decided to prepare the excel and split it. We will make a special file and then as every year goes by, we can extract those records that could now go online. Since there was a time when the women gave birth at home, this might be the only record. Like you have the midwives ledgers you mentioned, we also have the ledgers of those who perform circumcisions according to the Jewish religion. With immigration a prominent part of Israel's ever growing population, we have found some such ledgers for countries in the Middle East where it is impossible to get a birth certificate from now. Since these are all handwritten and in various dialects, we believe it is important to transcribe them while there is someone alive that can decipher them.

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy

Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
I agree with all of this, especially regarding the name issue. We also have asylum records that are restricted.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 4:57 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers

I wouldn't put the contents online, only a listing that you hold the records. In the Wisconsin Historical Society Archives catalog, you'll occasionally see listings for old asylum or sanitarium records with "Restricted: Section 146.82, Wis. Stats., restricts access to patients' health records. Researchers wishing to use these records should contact the reference archivist." Chances are there is a similar law on Texas.

BUT we have recently had instances when people are applying for a passport. They get a birth certificate, and find that the name is not exactly what they have been using-Joan instead of JoAnne, for instance. To correct their birth certificate, Wisconsin law requires TWO pieces of proof that you have really been using this name since childhood. An infant baptismal certificate is an obvious choice here in the land of predominantly Catholics and Lutherans, and sometimes we can help them find school records. If the hospital record has the desired variation of the name, this could be useful. Therefore I wouldn't throw the stuff out, just require an ID and explanation of why a person needs to see this.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Voellinger, Chuck A.
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 3:12 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers

Greetings,

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in
them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician. My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,
Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx

---------- next part ----------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com  Thu Mar 3 10:09:47 2016
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 10:09:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
In-Reply-To: <SN1PR09MB0766131E842B153BF716F43ED8BD0@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <d4080a89fbc9f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGE01>

Susan, are the asylum records restricted by state law or just by convention? There is a ruling that records such as that are not covered by HIPAA regulations.

I'm curious what other states are doing, as Ohio actually has it in state code (unfortunately).

Amy

========
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
Reynoldsburg, Ohio

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any typos.

> On Mar 3, 2016, at 10:06 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:
> I agree with all of this, especially regarding the name issue. We also have asylum records that are restricted.
> 
> Susan Scouras
> Librarian/Library Manager
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
I wouldn't put the contents online, only a listing that you hold the records. In the Wisconsin Historical Society Archives catalog, you'll occasionally see listings for old asylum or sanitarium records with "Restricted: Section 146.82, Wis. Stats., restricts access to patients' health records. Researchers wishing to use these records should contact the reference archivist." Chances are there is a similar law on Texas.

BUT we have recently had instances when people are applying for a passport. They get a birth certificate, and find that the name is not exactly what they have been using—Joan instead of JoAnne, for instance. To correct their birth certificate, Wisconsin law requires TWO pieces of proof that you have really been using this name since childhood. An infant baptismal certificate is an obvious choice here in the land of predominantly Catholics and Lutherans, and sometimes we can help them find school records. If the hospital record has the desired variation of the name, this could be useful. Therefore I wouldn't throw the stuff out, just require an ID and explanation of why a person needs to see this.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician.
My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.

Thanks for reading and any help!

Best regards,
Chuck Voellinger
Special Collections Librarian
Emily Fowler Library
Denton, Tx
From BHill at rbhayes.org  Thu Mar  3 14:15:06 2016
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 19:15:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Upcoming RootsMagic Workshop in Ohio
Message-ID: <48db3416d73b428899a5944f0514ade3@MBX082-W2-C0-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>

Dear genealogy librarians,

Below is a notice for a free upcoming program at the Hayes Presidential Library in Fremont, Ohio. We have had Bruce here eleven times and he has been a big success.

Please help spread the word.

Becky Hill

[logo] RootsMagic Genealogy & Family History Software, a Workshop by the Author, Bruce Buzbee
Tuesday, April 26, 2016 - 6 - 8:30 pm
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Auditorium
Admission: Free

Enjoy an informative evening learning how to get the most out of RootsMagic7 software. RootsMagic is a leading genealogical software that offers basic and advanced abilities to help you record and share your family history while remaining one of the easiest to use. RootsMagic is the first software certified to share data with FamilySearch Family Tree and is also now recommended for FamilyTreeMaker users!

http://www.rootsmagic.com/ftm/

6:00 - 6:30 - Hayes will open for browsing and Bruce will answer questions one-on-one.

[cid:image004.jpg at 01D17557.47395800] 6:30 - 8:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic7 with specific information on how to migrate your FamilyTreeMaker data to RootsMagic. He will also discuss how you will be able to use your personal Ancestry.com subscription in conjunction with RootsMagic.

8:00 - 8:30 - Questions & Answers

8:30 - Hayes building will close.

The RootsMagic software may be purchased from Mr. Buzbee on the day of the talk for a special price.

The Hayes Presidential Library will be open at during the day 9 to 5 pm research, but will close at 5 pm. The doors to the Library/Museum will reopen at 6 pm for the evening's program.
To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please call 419-332-2081 (Fremont) and ask for the library or email Becky Hill bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org> prior to the event.

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of Hayes and Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated with the Ohio Historical Society. For further information on the Center, visit our website, www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org>.

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081 ext. 231<tel:419.332.2081%20ext.%20231>
bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org/>
419.332.4952<tel:419.332.4952> (fax)

Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
From sastudebaker at att.net Thu Mar  3 14:42:44 2016
From: sastudebaker at att.net (Sandra Studebaker)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 14:42:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Upcoming RootsMagic Workshop in Ohio
References: <48db3416d73b428899a5944f0514ade3@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
Message-ID: <164AA2B71A4344E48EAE2E5D25F93313@sandrapc>

6:30 - 8:00 p.m.?? Bah!! Humbug!! Guess I can't attend this year -- Drat!!
----- Original Message -----  
From: Becky Hill
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 2:15 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Upcoming RootsMagic Workshop in Ohio

Dear genealogy librarians,

Below is a notice for a free upcoming program at the Hayes Presidential Library in Fremont, Ohio. We have had Bruce here eleven times and he has been a big success.

Please help spread the word.

Becky Hill

RootsMagic Genealogy & Family History Software, a Workshop by the Author, Bruce Buzbee

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 - 6 - 8:30 pm
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Auditorium
Admission: Free

Enjoy an informative evening learning how to get the most out of RootsMagic7 software. RootsMagic is a leading genealogical software that offers basic and advanced abilities to help you record and share your family history while remaining one of the easiest to use. RootsMagic is the first software certified to share data with FamilySearch Family Tree and is also now recommended for FamilyTreeMaker users!

http://www.rootsmagic.com/ftm/
6:00 - 6:30 - Hayes will open for browsing and Bruce will answer questions one-on-one.

6:30 - 8:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic7 with specific information on how to migrate your FamilyTreeMaker data to RootsMagic. He will also discuss how you will be able to use your personal Ancestry.com subscription in conjunction with RootsMagic.

8:00- 8:30 - Questions & Answers

8:30 - Hayes building will close.

The RootsMagic software may be purchased from Mr. Buzbee on the day of the talk for a special price.

The Hayes Presidential Library will be open at during the day 9 to 5 pm research, but will close at 5 pm. The doors to the Library/Museum will reopen at 6 pm for the evening's program.

To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please call 419-332-2081 (Fremont) and ask for the library or email Becky Hill bhill at rbhayes.org prior to the event.

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of Hayes and Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated with the Ohio Historical Society. For further information on the Center, visit our website, www.rbhayes.org.

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
From ceya.minder at gmail.com  Thu Mar  3 15:08:46 2016
From: ceya.minder at gmail.com (Ceya Minder)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 14:08:46 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy books for sale...Mostly Alabama counties...
Message-ID: <CAPFCi15r9HROChXgbbP6+8zYDFBr_T+FqAtgj74SgaU5WgRPxQ@mail.gmail.com>

I have a friend who has reduced some of her genealogy books. Most of the books are on Alabama counties. There are 30 in all. Please pass this notice on to your friends, who may be interested.

If you would like the list emailed to you, send a request to:

*L Galloway*
*calgal50 at comcast.net <calgal50 at comcast.net>*
Chuck,

Not sure how this factors in- but Ancestry has Texas Birth indexes that go up to 1997- includes name and date of birth. I am assuming this might have been a digitize for access arrangement. Not sure why 1997 is cutoff. The Virginia legislature did this by law as part of a determination of what dates records would be available. You might find a similar law in Texas you could use as guidance.

Marilyn Jackson

On 3/2/2016 4:11 PM, Voellinger, Chuck A. wrote:

> Greetings,
> 
> We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother's name, race and attending physician.
> 
> My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library and I've not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.
> 
> Thanks for reading and any help!
> 
> Best regards,
> 
> Chuck Voellinger
> 
> Special Collections Librarian
> 
> Emily Fowler Library
> 
> Denton, Tx
> 
> genealib mailing list
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Mar  3 17:24:12 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 3 Mar 2016 14:24:12 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Old hospital birth ledgers
In-Reply-To: <56D8B879.4010700@cavtel.net>
References: <d4080a89f9f9e816946ed335d4e48@EXCHANGEDS01>
                    <56D8B879.4010700@cavtel.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUd3zwZZ9DTMwwM7MM=4hPJKGGFw3-D6z=DSdB-MdkadQ@mail.gmail.com>

And you can find births in MN down to 2002:
https://familysearch.org/search/collection/1949334

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 2:19 PM, Marilyn J. Jackson <marilyn at cavtel.net>
wrote:

> Chuck,
> 
> Not sure how this factors in- but Ancestry has Texas Birth indexes that go
> up to 1997- includes name and date of birth. I am assuming this might
> have been a digitize for access arrangement. Not sure why 1997 is cutoff.
> The Virginia legislature did this by law as part of a determination of what
> dates records would be available. You might find a similar law in Texas
> you could use as guidance.
> 
> Marilyn Jackson
> 
> On 3/2/2016 4:11 PM, Voellinger, Chuck A. wrote:
> 
> Greetings,
> 
> We have some old hospital birth ledgers from the early-mid 1950s from a
> facility that is no longer in existence; it closed in the 1990s. The
> information included in them is as follows: surname, DOB, mother?s name,
> race and attending physician.
> 
> My question is: what if any legal ramifications or restrictions might
> there be on posting this information online? That time period seems like it
> might still a bit recent vis-a-vis privacy laws. We are a public library
> and I?ve not found anything yet in my searching that addresses these types
> of ledgers. We will probably ask our city attorney, as well.
>
I know David Norris personally as he lives in my community. He usually does very quality work. I will make sure that he knows that he got the information incorrect. I will also ask him where he got the erroneous information Susan and will pass it along to you.

Thanks,
Jennifer
We have. I was surprised because it was David Norris. We have seen similar mistakes/misunderstandings before and have never been able to find the source of the incorrect information, at least never in a printed source that the author used as a reference.

Susan

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

I hope you are also sending this information as a Letter to the Editor.  I am amazed when what seem to be quality authors and publications don?t run these articles by the experts in an area before printing. Mercifully, it does not happen too often.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org
I want to make it clear to my fellow genealogy librarians so you can provide your patrons with correct information regarding genealogy research in West Virginia records: The 1917-1921 West Virginia state birth and death records were not destroyed. You will find all of the original state death certificates up through 1915 in our free online database, www.wvculture.org/vrr. Copies of uncertified original state birth certificates from 1915 through 1917 (actually to 1930) are available in the Archives and History Library, or by research request letter. Copies of uncertified state death certificate through 1973 are also available the same way. All original state birth and death records from 1917 to the present are available from the Vital Registration Office of the West Virginia Dept. of Health.

Internet Genealogy magazine's Feb/Mar 2016 issue has an article by David Norris, ?State House Fires and Your Genealogy Research,? that has grievous errors about record losses in West Virginia from the 1921 Capitol fire. As far as I have been able to determine in years of research into losses from this fire, there were few records of public interest lost. Some were rescued, some saved in fireproof safes and many were not even housed in that particular building. Most of the irreplaceable losses were agency internal records and working files.

Like many other state offices, the then Dept. of Archives and History was not in the Capitol itself at that time, but in the Capitol Annex building across the street that was not involved in the fire, nor in subsequent fires in the temporary buildings between the loss of the Capitol in 1921 and the opening of the new Capitol in 1932. The Archives? collections survived intact to be moved into a new library and museum in the main building of the Cass Gilbert-designed Capitol in 1932, and then to the current location in the Culture Center in 1976. We have the state land tax books, the copies of pre-statehood land grants for counties that became part of WV made by State Auditor Sims from the Virginia-held originals, corporation registers, mine reports and much more.

The statement is made that ?Record losses were heavy . . . ,? which is not true of vital records at all. Norris goes on to say: ?As of 1 January 1917, West Virginia began the statewide collection of birth, marriage, and death (BMD) records. Such records destroyed in the 1921 fire were replaced from county sources. Today, the West Virginia Division of Culture and History offers an online database of BMD records at www.wvculture.org/vrr/bva_select.aspx. Thank goodness VRR is mentioned, but this is otherwise incorrect.

First of all, marriage records were not collected by WV state Vital Registration until 1964. Marriage records were kept at the county level from the beginning of each county as a county of Virginia, and are still kept by the counties. Copies of birth, death and marriage records were sent to Richmond prior to West Virginia statehood in 1863, but West Virginia did not collect any birth, death and marriage records at the state level until births and deaths in 1917. Second, the 1917-1921 state birth and death records were not destroyed. The actual certificates for this time period and selected periods after are in notebooks sitting on shelves on our third floor and have also been microfilmed and digitized.

Not related to the fire, there are a chunk of birth records for men only for a six
month or so period around 1921 or so (don’t remember exactly when) that were missing when the original certificate collection was transferred from WV Dept. of Health Vital Registration Office to the State Archives in the 1970’s. They weren’t lost in the fire, but somewhere between the fire and the transfer. Vital Registration did not replace them with county records, but refers people to the county clerks to get those records. We have the relevant county records on microfilm. Some individuals may have later obtained a state Delayed Birth Record that would be available from Vital Registration and/or the relevant county.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From philipsutton at nypl.org  Tue Mar  8 12:06:32 2016
From: philipsutton at nypl.org (Philip Sutton)
Date: Tue, 8 Mar 2016 12:06:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Opportunity for genealogist at New York Public Library
Message-ID: <CAGvAnk0hoTWT6qeYAFmh6rAxUMLof0mwUWmh+7qx8fQNhLYrNw@mail.gmail.com>

Dear all

My library is looking for a genealogist to host meet ups. See message below

Thanks,
Phil Sutton

NYPL has a grant that must be used by June 30, 2016<br/>. The objective of the grant program is to bring genealogists together to network and learn from one another by using Meet Ups at the NYPL main branch at 42nd Street, in a room reserved for that purpose.

The professional genealogist will be paid for six (6) Meet Up sessions, three (3) hours each. The Meet Ups will be scheduled on various days of the week including some Saturdays, according to the availability of the meeting space and the genealogist. All of the dates must scheduled and approved in advance and take place between April 1 and June 30.

Reference Librarian Carmen Nigro from the Milstein Division is leading this effort. You can read more about this program and contact her if your are interested in applying for this position. Click this link for more information: http://goo.gl/forms/mOz0W2kZWH

--
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160308/3de5762e/attachment.html>

From fxlibrarian at gmail.com  Fri Mar 11 13:08:40 2016
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Fri, 11 Mar 2016 13:08:40 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia periodicals to trade
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu_J=Au2bmEOniiznvtVoXpUK+-LSyQP0kNWCaR_L_jKgw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu_J=Au2bmEOniiznvtVoXpUK+-LSyQP0kNWCaR_L_jKgw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-Am3Wq1YY0y5FpVQjm2RZ0ZvVTsz2VhhLGS0T7DGRD7g@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more periodicals to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser at fairfaxcounty.gov. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a check mark indicating that the item is included in the shipment, or an N/A meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was received before yours.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160311/ds022265/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2016MarchPers2trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 13660 bytes
Desc: not available
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com  Fri Mar 11 13:32:18 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Miller)
Date: Fri, 11 Mar 2016 12:32:18 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] New Book
Message-ID: <CADjOuyB2aoeGJY0M57k+q-uidrg+3KJgQuMQZr-P=SnOqq6U-g@mail.gmail.com>

Dear Geneas,

My co-author Rhonda Clark and I want to announce the publication of our book called *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers*. It is an introduction to providing genealogical services at many types of cultural heritage institutions. We will use this as a text for the courses on we teach in library schools, but think that the book will also be a good reference for those in the field needing guidance on many topics. It could really be useful for training new staff members and volunteers.

An excerpt from the book can be found on Google Books: http://tinyurl.com/jtu4u6v

And you could go to our FB page to hear me explain a bit more about the book in a short video:
https://www.facebook.com/fosteringfamilyhistoryservices/?fref=photo

We welcome any feedback on the book, and hope to meet some of you at ALA.

Thanks for your kind attention,

Nicole Miller

--

Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* out from Libraries Unlimited.

From dsmith at usf.edu  Fri Mar 11 13:40:55 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri, 11 Mar 2016 13:40:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New Book
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyB2aoeGJY0M57k+q-uidrg+3KJgQuMQZr-P=SnOqq6U-g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADjOuyB2aoeGJY0M57k+q-uidrg+3KJgQuMQZr-P=SnOqq6U-g@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Nicole!

One correction for any future printings: George Morgan's middle initial is G, not C.

Drew Smith

Drew Smith  
Assistant Librarian  
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library  
dsmith at usf.edu  
813-974-3492

On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 1:32 PM, Nicole Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com> wrote:

> Dear Geneas,  
> > My co-author Rhonda Clark and I want to announce the publication of our  
> > book called "Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,  
> > Archivists, and Volunteers". It is an introduction to providing  
> > genealogical services at many types of cultural heritage institutions. We  
> > will use this as a text for the courses on we teach in library schools, but  
> > think that the book will also be a good reference for those in the field  
> > needing guidance on many topics. It could really be useful for training new  
> > staff members and volunteers.  
> > An excerpt from the book can be found on Google Books: http://  
> > tinyurl.com/jtu4u6v  <https://t.co/gwiNj3lZEn>  
> > And you could go to our FB page to hear me explain a bit more about the  
> > book in a short video:  
> > https://www.facebook.com/fosteringfamilyhistoryservices/?fref=photo  
> > We welcome any feedback on the book, and hope to meet some of you at ALA.  
> > Thanks for your kind attention,  
> > Nicole Miller  
> > --  
> > Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of "Fostering Family History  
> > from Libraries Unlimited.
> > ________________________________
> > genealib mailing list  
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >-------------- next part --------------
> >An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
> >URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160311/  
d595b856/attachment.html>
Thanks, Drew! You have seen it already? Fast work!

On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 12:40 PM, Drew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:

> Hi Nicole!
> One correction for any future printings: George Morgan's middle initial is G, not C.
> Drew Smith
> Assistant Librarian
> Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
> dsmith at usf.edu
> 813-974-3492
>
> On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 1:32 PM, Nicole Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Geneas,
>
> My co-author Rhonda Clark and I want to announce the publication of our book called "Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers*. It is an introduction to providing genealogical services at many types of cultural heritage institutions. We will use this as a text for the courses on we teach in library schools, but think that the book will also be a good reference for those in the field needing guidance on many topics. It could really be useful for training new staff members and volunteers.
>
> An excerpt from the book can be found on Google Books: http://tinyurl.com/jtu4u6v  <https://t.co/gwiNj3lZEn>
>
> And you could go to our FB page to hear me explain a bit more about the book in a short video:
> https://www.facebook.com/fosteringfamilyhistoryservices/?fref=photo
>
> We welcome any feedback on the book, and hope to meet some of you at ALA.
>
> Thanks for your kind attention,
>
> Nicole Miller
>
> --
> Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of "Fostering Family History
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* *soon out from Libraries Unlimited.*

--

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492

On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 1:43 PM, Nicole Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com> wrote:

> Thanks, Drew! You have seen it already? Fast work!
> > On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 12:40 PM, Drew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
> >> Hi Nicole!
> >> One correction for any future printings: George Morgan's middle initial
> is G, not C.
> 
> Drew Smith
> 
> Drew Smith
> Assistant Librarian
> Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
> dsmith at usf.edu
> 813-974-3492
> 
> On Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 1:32 PM, Nicole Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com>
> > wrote:
> >
> > Dear Geneas,
> >
> > My co-author Rhonda Clark and I want to announce the publication of our
> > book called *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
> > Archivists, and Volunteers*. It is an introduction to providing
> > genealogical services at many types of cultural heritage institutions. We
> > will use this as a text for the courses on we teach in library schools, but
> > think that the book will also be a good reference for those in the field
> > needing guidance on many topics. It could really be useful for training new
> > staff members and volunteers.
> >
> > An excerpt from the book can be found on Google Books: http://
> > tinyurl.com/jtu4u6v <https://t.co/gw1Nj3lZEn>
> >
> > And you could go to our FB page to hear me explain a bit more about the
> > book in a short video:
> > https://www.facebook.com/fosteringfamilyhistoryservices/?fref=photo
> >
> > We welcome any feedback on the book, and hope to meet some of you at ALA.
> >
> > Thanks for your kind attention,
> >
> > Nicole Miller
> >
> > --
> > Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History
> > Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* out
> > from Libraries Unlimited.
> >
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> 
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* soon out from Libraries Unlimited.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Available, first come/first served:

The Southern Presbyterian (Clinton, SC) March 6, 1902-good condition
The Southern Presbyterian (Clinton, SC) August 28, 1902 (two copies)-good condition
Eufaula Daily Times (Eufaula, AL) January 21, 1907-poor condition

If interested, please respond off-list to [ astanley at athenslibrary.org ] (mailto:astanley at athenslibrary.org).

Thanks,

Angela C. Stanley
Head of Archives & Special Collections
Athens-Clarke County Library
(706) 613-3650 x352
athenslibrary.org/athens/departments/heritage

Hi everyone,

The publicity chair of our local genealogical society has asked if I could help her find contact information for people who write genealogy newspaper columns.
We both searched Google and Cyndi's List and the best I could come up with is the Newspaper Genealogical Column Directory, the most recent edition of which is from 1996 so I'm sure it's no longer current. I thought I'd see if the collective brain here has any suggestions!

FYI, she's wanting to publicize our "First Families of Floyd, Clark, and Harrison County, Indiana" program. She has already contacted our local Louisville-area papers, so she would preferably like contacts in the Indiana-Illinois-Ohio-Kentucky area but I'm sure she'd be happy with as many as she can get.

I'd be happy to collate and share the responses with the list if anyone is interested.

Thanks!

Allison Fredrickson
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Jeffersonville Township Public Library
211 East Court Avenue
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
(812) 285 - 5641
afredrickson at jefflibrary.org

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160312/789e0144/attachment.html>

From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Mar 12 16:14:08 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 12 Mar 2016 15:14:08 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper columns on genealogy
In-Reply-To: <0B410A41F98E7C49B8A8DEEFBC6CC6662E95BD14@JTPLMail.tampa.local>
References: <0B410A41F98E7C49B8A8DEEFBC6CC6662E95BD14@JTPLMail.tampa.local>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLGL735=e5NpvRa1x01Eq5dxtuTirKcYhaUDL-ZPhNb78Gg@mail.gmail.com>

Dick Eastman keeps a calendar of genealogy events on his blog (which is very widely read)--covers all the US, and you just add your event yourself. Access it directly here: http://eogn.wikidot.com/

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library* 215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary> <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
"What I am reading?"Ghost Walls," by Sally M. Walker"

On Sat, Mar 12, 2016 at 2:27 PM, Allison Fredrickson <
afredrickson at jefflibrary.org> wrote:

> Hi everyone,
>
> The publicity chair of our local genealogical society has asked if I could
> help her find contact information for people who write genealogy newspaper
> columns.
>
> We both searched Google and Cyndi?s List and the best I could come up with
> is the *Newspaper Genealogical Column Directory*, the most recent edition
> of which is from 1996 so I?m sure it?s no longer current. I thought I?d see
> if the collective brain here has any suggestions!
>
> FYI, she?s wanting to publicize our ?First Families of Floyd, Clark, and
> Harrison County, Indiana? program. She has already contacted our local
> Louisville-area papers, so she would preferably like contacts in the
> Indiana-Illinois-Ohio-Kentucky area but I?m sure she?d be happy with as
> many as she can get.
>
> I?d be happy to collate and share the responses with the list if anyone is
> interested.
>
> Thanks!

> *Allison Fredrickson*
> Genealogy and Local History Librarian
> Jeffersonville Township Public Library
> 211 East Court Avenue
> Jeffersonville, IN 47130
> (812) 285 ? 5641
> afredrickson at jefflibrary.org

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kenneth H. Thomas, Jr. writes a column published Sunday in some editions of the *Atlanta Journal Constitution*. His email is KTOMJR at aol.com

She can contact him to find out how he wants information submitted. Usually straight Word.
On Sat, Mar 12, 2016 at 3:27 PM, Allison Fredrickson <afredrickson at jefflibrary.org> wrote:

> Hi everyone,
> 
> The publicity chair of our local genealogical society has asked if I could help her find contact information for people who write genealogy newspaper columns.

> We both searched Google and Cyndi's List and the best I could come up with is the *Newspaper Genealogical Column Directory*, the most recent edition of which is from 1996 so I'm sure it's no longer current. I thought I'd see if the collective brain here has any suggestions!

> FYI, she's wanting to publicize our ?First Families of Floyd, Clark, and Harrison County, Indiana? program. She has already contacted our local Louisville-area papers, so she would preferably like contacts in the Indiana-Illinois-Ohio-Kentucky area but I'm sure she'd be happy with as many as she can get.

> I'd be happy to collate and share the responses with the list if anyone is interested.

> Thanks!

> *Allison Fredrickson*

> Genealogy and Local History Librarian
> 
> Jeffersonville Township Public Library
> 
> 211 East Court Avenue
> 
> Jeffersonville, IN 47130

> (812) 285-5641

> afredrickson at jefflibrary.org

> genealib mailing list
From: Leslie.Couture at cityofdenton.com (Couture, Leslie A.)
Date: Mon, 14 Mar 2016 16:47:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family
    history files & advice
Message-ID: <0de9f55ae6664f5bbc51bc5ebd7c19d0@EXCHANGEDS01>

Hello,
We have received several large collections of family history files. One of them
consists of 15 boxes, some of the things seem quite valuable: large photograph
albums and old documents; other things not so much. How do you decide what to keep
and what not to? Would any of you please share your policies/thoughts/ideas with
us?

Some of the collections are just lots of photocopies, various bits of
correspondence between genealogists that really don't seem to amount to much accept
to say thanks and chat, while others mention personal information.

One thing we are pondering are several copies of family name books that don't
appear to be published, or have any copyright information (only the compilers name)
- they were created by various family members and sent to this particular
researcher so that they could share each other's research. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,

Leslie Couture
Library Assistant II
Denton Public Library
Special Collections
(940) 349-8762

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org  Mon Mar 14 12:58:32 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon, 14 Mar 2016 16:58:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family
    history files & advice
In-Reply-To: <0de9f55ae6664f5bbc51bc5ebd7c19d0@EXCHANGEDS01>
I'd be interested in seeing your responses as well.

Mara B. Munroe  
Local and Family History Librarian  
Oshkosh Public Library  
106 Washington Ave.  
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985  
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Couture, Leslie A.  
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:47 AM  
To: genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu  
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family history files & advice

Hello,  
We have received several large collections of family history files. One of them consists of 15 boxes, some of the things seem quite valuable: large photograph albums and old documents; other things not so much. How do you decide what to keep and what not to? Would any of you please share your policies/thoughts/ideas with us?

Some of the collections are just lots of photocopies, various bits of correspondence between genealogists that really don't seem to amount to much accept to say thanks and chat, while others mention personal information.

One thing we are pondering are several copies of family name books that don't appear to be published, or have any copyright information (only the compilers name) - they were created by various family members and sent to this particular researcher so that they could share each other's research. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,

Leslie Couture  
Library Assistant II  
Denton Public Library  
Special Collections  
(940) 349-8762

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160314/6fa2e007/attachment.html>
I'd be interested in seeing your responses as well.

Mara B. Munroe  
Local and Family History Librarian  
Oshkosh Public Library  
106 Washington Ave.  
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985  
umroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Couture, Leslie A.  
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:47 AM  
To: genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu  
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family history files & advice

Hello,  
We have received several large collections of family history files. One of them consists of 15 boxes, some of the things seem quite valuable: large photograph albums and old documents; other things not so much. How do you decide what to keep and what not to? Would any of you please share your policies/thoughts/ideas with us?

Some of the collections are just lots of photocopies, various bits of correspondence between genealogists that really don't seem to amount to much accept to say thanks and chat, while others mention personal information.

One thing we are pondering are several copies of family name books that don't appear to be published, or have any copyright information (only the compilers name) - they were created by various family members and sent to this particular researcher so that they could share each other's research. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,

Leslie Couture  
Library Assistant II  
Denton Public Library  
Special Collections  
(940) 349-8762

-- next part --
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160314/6fa2e007/attachment-0003.html>

From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)  
Date: Mon, 14 Mar 2016 17:07:39 +0000  
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family history files & advice

In-Reply-To: <0de9f55ae6664f5bbcc51bc5ebd7c19d0@EXCHANGEDS01>  
References: <0de9f55ae6664f5bbcc51bc5ebd7c19d0@EXCHANGEDS01>  
Message-ID: <6658d33f9ed14ce08fc440173488053b@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

I am dealing with this issue right now. My facility cannot accommodate a recent donation of five large boxes, and determining what is applicable to our county and the family in question is very difficult. I'll be eager to hear any commentary.
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCP_Logo_Email]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Couture, Leslie A.
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 12:47 PM
To: genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family history files & advice

Hello,

We have received several large collections of family history files. One of them consists of 15 boxes, some of the things seem quite valuable: large photograph albums and old documents; other things not so much. How do you decide what to keep and what not to? Would any of you please share your policies/thoughts/ideas with us?

Some of the collections are just lots of photocopies, various bits of correspondence between genealogists that really don't seem to amount to much except to say thanks and chat, while others mention personal information.

One thing we are pondering are several copies of family name books that don't appear to be published, or have any copyright information (only the compilers name) - they were created by various family members and sent to this particular researcher so that they could share each other's research. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,

Leslie Couture
Library Assistant II
Denton Public Library
Special Collections
(940) 349-8762

-------------- next part --------------
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We don't have this completely written out, and would probably not handle each collection in the same way, some being of greater, broader historical value than others. We used to take about anything in any form (including entire computers!) and print out everything. We can no longer accept only the electronic media and print out the material ourselves. Now we accept only printed material, but take CDs or thumb drives as backup also. (At least once we have given paper to someone to print out the files. Ink/toner is another matter.) The main problem with all the family tree programs is maintaining the software to print out the files. We used to keep one computer with an older version of Microsoft on it and with the varying genealogy software programs on it, but there are too many outdated ones now that will not run on newer versions of Microsoft, etc., to keep up with.

We would usually keep all of the correspondence because it is quicker to folder it by date and/or correspondent than to sort through and read all of them for content. Let the user decide what is relevant and what isn't. Some people toss envelopes, but I prefer to keep them myself. Keep at least one envelope per correspondent per address. If the person has a change of address, keep that first envelope with the letter so there is a date associated with the change.

We keep any published work that can be cataloged into the regular library collection (with a gift plate).

We don't keep photocopies of whole copyrighted works unless we have evidence the researcher purchased it or was given it by the author/compiler; however, don't assume that it is an unauthorized copy solely because it is a photocopy. Many times authors will sell photocopies of their out-of-print work on request, or give a photocopy to family member or researcher of same surname. When the donor is still living I have been able to confirm this with the donor, or sometimes the person who inherited the collection. If the original is hard to find or can't be found in WorldCat, I'd probably keep the photocopy in the collection, but I would not catalog it as a title, and we wouldn't allow photocopying, just reading and note-taking. Otherwise, I'd shred it.

If a manuscript is a complete work in itself, but unpublished, we usually bind it in a library binding and catalog it for the shelf. If you can't determine compiler, keep it and folder in the collection by main surname. We allow the nebulous "fair use" rule of allowing up to 20% to be copied. We keep printouts of family trees and folder them by main surname. If the printout includes an index or anything else that helps find individuals, and I have the name of the compiler and at least approximate date of printout, I bind it and catalog it as a family history.

We don't keep photocopies of whole copyrighted works unless we have evidence the researcher purchased it or was given it by the author/compiler. Many times authors will sell photocopies of their out-of-print work on request, or give a photocopy to family member or researcher of same surname. When the donor is still living I have been able to confirm this with the donor, or sometimes the person who inherited the collection. If the original is hard to find or can't be found in WorldCat, I'd probably keep the photocopy in the collection, but I would not catalog it as a title, and we wouldn't allow photocopying, just reading and note-taking. Otherwise, I'd shred it.
Regarding older photocopies: many of the earlier photocopies are fading away or have become sticky. When we can take the time, we make a new photocopy on acid free paper and toss the old one.

We keep photocopies of clippings and folder them by surname, unless the articles are about specific events. Again, there has to be a relation to the family that is the subject of the collection. Usually we photocopy them on acid free paper and dispose of the original clippings since the paper is highly acidic and deteriorates badly.

Most scrapbooks and photo albums are highly acidic also. The ideal choice is to photocopy or scan each page with items in situ, then remove items as carefully as possible and folder or envelope separately, labeling according to the scrapbook or album it came from. If it is all newsprint, you can try keeping it for a while, but it will all crumble eventually. We retain the scrapbooks themselves in separate acid free boxes. We don't keep "modern" photo albums, such as the vinyl 3-ring binder type. We remove all photos from the "sticky page" albums and toss the pages.

I've probably left something out. Let me know if you have questions.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Couture, Leslie A.
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 12:47 PM
To: genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for collection development policy for family history files & advice

Hello,
We have received several large collections of family history files. One of them consists of 15 boxes, some of the things seem quite valuable: large photograph albums and old documents; other things not so much. How do you decide what to keep and what not to? Would any of you please share your policies/thoughts/ideas with us?

Some of the collections are just lots of photocopies, various bits of correspondence between genealogists that really don't seem to amount to much accept to say thanks and chat, while others mention personal information.

One thing we are pondering are several copies of family name books that don't appear to be published, or have any copyright information (only the compilers name) - they were created by various family members and sent to this particular researcher so that they could share each other's research. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,

Leslie Couture
Library Assistant II
Denton Public Library
Special Collections
(940) 349-8762

-------------- next part --------------
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160314/7b16ad67/attachment.html>

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com  Tue Mar 15 13:49:49 2016
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Tue, 15 Mar 2016 13:49:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Large Civil War Collection - looking for good home
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7Z-f_touH+D-4dwbKM1m5qdr-nD2pXVxGrLaDivtvRV9Q@mail.gmail.com>

I just heard from a collector - with a Civil War collection - roughly 300 books that she wants to donate to a library.

I don't have a title list - the collection was gathered over a lifetime by her late husband.

Would your library want 'all' of it?
I assume she would want to be reimbursed for the shipping cost.

Please respond to me off list.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp at gmail.com
-------------- next part --------------
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From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us  Tue Mar 15 14:02:04 2016
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Tue, 15 Mar 2016 13:02:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Large Civil War Collection - looking for good home
In-Reply-To: <CAFnPa7Z-f_touH+D-4dwbKM1m5qdr-nD2pXVxGrLaDivtvRV9Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAFnPa7Z-f_touH+D-4dwbKM1m5qdr-nD2pXVxGrLaDivtvRV9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <56E84E1C.2090409@dadeco.lib.mo.us>

We would be happy to take the collection:

t
On 3/15/2016 12:49 PM, Thomas Jay Kemp wrote:
> I just heard from a collector - with a Civil War collection - roughly
> 300 books that she wants to donate to a library.
> > I don't have a title list - the collection was gathered over a
> > lifetime by her late husband.
> > > Would your library want 'all' of it?
> > I assume she would want to be reimbursed for the shipping cost.
> > > Please respond to me off list.
> >
Where is collection held?

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
City of Fairfax Regional Library

I just heard from a collector - with a Civil War collection - roughly 300 books that she wants to donate to a library.

I don't have a title list - the collection was gathered over a lifetime by her late husband.

Would your library want 'all' of it?
I assume she would want to be reimbursed for the shipping cost.

Please respond to me off list.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp
Hi, I am so smitten by the civil war collection but do not have much room. Could you obtain an estimate of what she really has?

Sincerely,

Donna B Bridges

Donna B Bridges
Public Notary
Library Clerk CCLS
Local History/Genealogy

We would be happy to take the collection:

t
On 3/15/2016 12:49 PM, Thomas Jay Kemp wrote:

I just heard from a collector - with a Civil War collection - roughly 300 books that she wants to donate to a library.

I don't have a title list - the collection was gathered over a lifetime by her late husband.
Would your library want 'all' of it?
I assume she would want to be reimbursed for the shipping cost.

Please respond to me off list.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

Thomas.J.Kemp at gmail.com <mailto:Thomas.J.Kemp at gmail.com>

----------- next part -----------
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From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 17 Mar 2016 15:22:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] List of Fugitives from Justice, 1891 (Texas)
Message-ID: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7C1E3@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>

Can anyone tell me anything about this booklet? I have part VII (2 copies) and find it very fascinating. I naturally looked up my county and besides physical descriptions it gives more information such as "talks a great deal" or "goes commonly dressed, uneducated". Would like to know if there are other parts and where I might find them either to buy or borrow and copy the information from my county. This is just a 32 pages booklet, so I wonder if at some date they might have put them all together in a bound book.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still "small town" community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters quality economic growth-in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of Weatherford may be monitored.

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
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From twinmom22 at cox.net Thu Mar 17 11:55:32 2016
From: twinmom22 at cox.net (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Thu, 17 Mar 2016 10:55:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] List of Fugitives from Justice, 1891 (Texas)
In-Reply-To: <X3P61s01j1vBJSB013PJe5>
Message-ID: <61e15fb0-a353-4295-a297-c2df34fb82a1@email.android.com>

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160317/0ec11c31/attachment.html>

From joe at genesearch.com Sun Mar 20 15:29:45 2016
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Sun, 20 Mar 2016 13:29:45 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes and Records Website (USA) - Latest Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfx=T_R+ptoX8YDcJ=f=QZmdN40pPB5AREKiSRnLdixgA@mail.gmail.com>

The Online Death Indexes and Records website has some new links or updates for the following states: AZ, CA, CO, CT, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME, MD, MA, MI, MN, MO, MT, NJ, NM, NY, NC, ND, OH, OK, OR, PA, SC, TX, UT, WA and WI. You can find a list of the latest additions and updates here:

http://genrootsblog.blogspot.com/2016/03/online-indexes-for-death-records.html

Happy searching.

Regards,
Joe

--
We recently were given a couple of donations and several of the items were duplicates. If anyone would like any of the following, just email me with your address and what you would like.

1. Marriage by bond in Colonial Texas - Bennett Smith
2. KUHN - Mary Katherine Kuhn and descendants - Helen Boen (3 copies)
3. Bethesda - Bennett Smith (3 copies) (town in Parker County)
4. Our King Family - Oscar Benjamin King
5. John Shirley & Descendants - Harry King (3 copies)
6. Frontier Times (mainly 1924 & 25 with an issue from 1923)

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources
919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

[NClogo]

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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Bookmarks! Our RGS society made them up, and put them in the library where people can take them along with their books. More details if you want.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
& RGS VP for Programs

On Tue, Mar 22, 2016 at 8:57 AM, Hyman, Rebecca A <rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov> wrote:

> Hello!
> 
> Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.
> 
> We are looking for items that people wouldn’t toss like bags.
> 
> So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?
> 
> Thank you,
> 
> *Rebecca Hyman*
> 
> Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
>
> Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
From MorrowJS at hiram.edu  Tue Mar 22 12:21:29 2016
How about folders, water bottles, mini flashlights?

Jennifer S. Morrow, M. A.
Hiram College Archivist
Hiram College Archives/Special Collections
Hiram OH 44234
330.569.5361
morrowjs at hiram.edu

---

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources
919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
From EHayes at lclsonline.org  Tue Mar 22 12:26:36 2016
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Tue, 22 Mar 2016 16:26:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Library swag?
In-Reply-To: <CO1PR05MB330213A961DD7F655E8BF38DC800@CO1PR05MB330.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CY1PR09MB0587C64A8545D70EBFC35E15FE800@CY1PR09MB0587.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C5F6E5B0C@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>

Magnifying glasses, sticky notes, highlighters, flash drives, bookmarks with handy genealogy information or timelines (these are some of the more useful things I've picked up at conferences).

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:21 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Library swag?

How about folders, water bottles, mini flashlights?

Jennifer S. Morrow, M. A.
Hiram College Archivist
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Hyman, Rebecca A
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:57 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Library swag?

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

[NClogo]

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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Check out www.4allpromos.com they have great prices. We ordered some small water bottles for summer reading program a few years ago. Price was @ 75 cents each. Very reasonable.

On Tue, Mar 22, 2016 at 11:21 AM, Morrow, Jennifer S. <MorrowJS at hiram.edu> wrote:

> How about folders, water bottles, mini flashlights?
> 
> Jennifer S. Morrow, M. A.
> 
> Hiram College Archivist
> 
> Hiram College Archives/Special Collections
> 
> Hiram OH 44234
> 
> 330.569.5361
> 
> morrowjs at hiram.edu
> 
> [image: official-logo not as small]
Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn’t toss like bags.

So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

*Rebecca Hyman*

Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian

Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
Cindy Hayes
Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
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Please check out our presentation http://www.slideshare.net/igra3/igra-release-march-2016 that introduces these databases. This month the following databases have been added to the AID section of the IGRA website:
http://genealogy.org.il/AID/index.php

- Reichsvereinigung der Juden
  This list was compiled by Peter Lande. It includes mainly the family names starting with A, B, C, D, & L. The basic information came from the cards of I.T.S. 1.2.4.5. (International Tracing Service). In many cases he added information from other sources, not known when the cards were compiled years before.

- International Brigade
  For reasons best known to themselves, most adherents of the Left - both old and new - and the mainstream Jewish community itself have been, till recently, loathe to acknowledge and recall the dominant Jewish role in the International Brigade’s struggle against Fascism in the Spanish Civil War. Stereotyped as timid and submissive, the reality is that thousands of Jews from 53 countries went to fight and die opposing Franco, firing the first shots against Fascism. The list was compiled by Martin Sugarman, BA (Hons.), Cert. Ed. (Archivist of the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women, Jewish Military Museum). It contains 4,706 names.

- Medical Practitioners
  This is a list of Doctors, Pharmacists, Dentists and Midwives who have been licensed in accordance with the various Ordinances regulating their professions published by the Department of Health. The booklets were found in the National Library of Israel.
  - 1930 The list contains 1,368 names.
  - 1935 The list contains 2,715 names.

- 733 Additional Marriage Certificates - British Mandate Period, 1927-1948 found in the Israel State Archives.

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy

Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
Take a look at https://www.4imprint.com/. Great folks!

This company does the standard pens, sticky notes and sturdy bookbags, but the mini-folding booklight I spotted on the outlet page would be a little different and highly useful.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Hyman, Rebecca A
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:57 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Library swag?

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources
919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

[NClogo]

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
It's funny you would say bags because we did give out reusable bags when we did an event. They were very much liked and appreciated.

Michelle Wagner

*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*  
*Indian River County Main Library*  
*Archive Center and Genealogy Dept.*  
*1600 21st Street*  
*Vero Beach, FL 32960*  
*772-770-5060 ex. 4139 or 4130*  
*mwagner at irclibrary.org*
So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

*Rebecca Hyman*

Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian

Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454   office
919 733 5679   fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

*Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the*
*North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.*
Rebecca,

It depends on how much you want to spend.

My library doesn't give out anything but pens, pencils, bookmarks and the normal chart-type handouts.

4imprint <http://www.4imprint.com/> is just one of many companies that sell this stuff.

That said, you may wish to investigate the sales and clearance offerings of those companies for:

- umbrellas
- iPad/computer sleeves or stands
- photo wallet -- it keeps 4x6 copies of family group sheets, charts, etc.
- coolers
- mirrors -- for bringing out the details on tombstones
- yellow highlighters
- cable or earbud organizers
- flashlights
- 4-6 section pill boxes -- good for paperclips, extra staples, change, etc.
- key rings -- good for flash drives, store reward program/library cards, zipper pulls
- storage cases for flash drives or extra memory cards
- misting water bottles -- good for bringing out details on tombstones -- water only
- 1 1/2 - 3 inch paint brushes for gently brushing dirt and debris from tombstones
- garden gloves -- for weeding around tombstones
mini hand sanitizer bottles
small backpacks -- to dedicate for cemetery or library or field trip
research
giant rubber bands, one that would stretch over an 8 1/2 x 11 notebook
long- and short-wise
clear plastic luggage tags -- at the cemetery attach to an artificial
flower or plant stake or similar (cemetery rules permitting) with a note
that says you're researching this family and provide your contact info
an 8 1/2 x 11 piece of clear yellow plastic with your logo in a corner
would be great but I don't know where you'd find this. I use a notebook
divider that's all yellow. It's great for bringing out detail in microfilm
or photocopy images.

I must credit Peggy Clemens Lauritzen for some of these items. She
displayed the contents of her "cemetery backpack" in the Legacy webinar
Genealogy 101 part 1 and I have adopted many of them for myself.

I have a number of dedicated backpacks that I can grab and put in the car
as required--camping (electrical), camping (kitchen), cemetery, waiting for
fireworks/parade, etc.

Please let the list know what you ultimately decide.

Regards,

Katheryn Carrier

Reference

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan  49686  USA

231-932-8502 Reference

On Tue, Mar 22, 2016 at 11:57 AM, Hyman, Rebecca A <rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
wrote:

> Hello!
> 
> >
> > Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library
> > contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events
> > specifically geared to genealogists and educators.
> >
> >
> > We are looking for items that people wouldn?t toss like bags.
> >
> > So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any
> > thoughts?
> >
> >
> > Thank you,
> >
> >
While Post-Its are great, many archives do not allow them in their Reading Rooms.

The magnifier idea is neat, as is the reading light.

A research notebook? I know it's old school but a place to keep track of where you've been/where to go next?

Insulated cup? My DAR chapter did a neat quote on ...for want of a better name ...luggage handle wraps. A Velcro piece that wraps around the 2 handles of your luggage/vc bag and keeps the 2 handles together AND another way to keep things in a full bag.

Nancy L Gaynor
815-477-1835
Subject: [Genealib] Library swag?

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454   office
919 733 5679   fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

[NClogo]

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.

******************************************************************************

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org  Tue Mar 22 17:30:27 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue, 22 Mar 2016 21:30:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Library Swag ideas
In-Reply-To: <006201d18480$e707bf60$b5173e20$@comcast.net>
References: <006201d18480$e707bf60$b5173e20$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <BLUPR10MB035671AA34EB15400E51A592B5800@BLUPR10MB0356.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>

The luggage handle wrap reminds me: carabiner clips are great to hold multiple plastic (grocery-store-type) bags. Easier on the fingers!

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org
-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Gaynor
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:22 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Library Swag ideas

Rebecca-

While Post-Its are great, many archives do not allow them in their Reading Rooms.

The magnifier idea is neat, as is the reading light.

A research notebook? I know it's old school but a place to keep track of where you've been/where to go next?

Insulated cup? My DAR chapter did a neat quote on ...for want of a better name ...luggage handle wraps. A Velcro piece that wraps around the 2 handles of your luggage/pc bag and keeps the 2 handles together AND another way to keep things in a full bag.

Nancy L Gaynor
815-477-1835

Subject: [Genealib] Library swag?

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.

We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags. So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils. Any thoughts?

Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>

109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

[NClogo]

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
Our researchers really like little coin purses for their copier money and library card/copy card.

They also like bookmark type handouts that explain townships and range and give an example of the numbering system for a section. These could be produced in house for something inexpensive.

I often give out check sheets for various talks to help researchers remember various resources to check: Researching Female Ancestors, Cherokee Research, Common Surnames, Oklahoma Research, etc. They can make copies and keep them in their notebook. If I have time, I laminate them and punch holes in them so they can use a removable marker, wipe them off and use them again. Again, this is low cost.

The Oklahoma Historical Society has postcards with maps that illustrate the various openings in the state and where the tribes are located. Out of state researchers really like those and need them.

Nancy Calhoun

On Tue, Mar 22, 2016 at 4:09 PM, Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org> wrote:
> Rebecca,
> > It depends on how much you want to spend.
> > My library doesn't give out anything but pens, pencils, bookmarks and the normal chart-type handouts.
> > 4imprint <http://www.4imprint.com/> is just one of many companies that sell this stuff.
> > That said, you may wish to investigate the sales and clearance offerings of those companies for:
> > umbrellas
> > ipad/computer sleeves or stands
> > photo wallet -- it keeps 4x6 copies of family group sheets, charts, etc.
> > coolers
> > mirrors -- for bringing out the details on tombstones
yellow highlighters
cable or earbud organizers
flashlights
4-6 section pill boxes -- good for paperclips, extra staples, change, etc.
key rings -- good for flash drives, store reward program/library cards,
zipper pulls
storage cases for flash drives or extra memory cards
misting water bottles -- good for bringing out details on tombstones --
water only
1 1/2 - 3 inch paint brushes for gently brushing dirt and debris from
tombstones
garden gloves -- for weeding around tombstones
mini hand sanitizer bottles
small backpacks -- to dedicate for cemetery or library or field trip
research
giant rubber bands, one that would stretch over an 8 1/2 x 11 notebook
long- and short-wise
clear plastic luggage tags -- at the cemetery attach to an artificial
flower or plant stake or similar (cemetery rules permitting) with a note
that says you're researching this family and provide your contact info
an 8 1/2 x 11 piece of clear yellow plastic with your logo in a corner
would be great but I don't know where you'd find this. I use a notebook
divider that's all yellow. It's great for bringing out detail in microfilm
or photocopy images.
I must credit Peggy Clemens Lauritzen for some of these items. She
displayed the contents of her "cemetery backpack" in the Legacy webinar
Genealogy 101 part 1 and I have adopted many of them for myself.
I have a number of dedicated backpacks that I can grab and put in the car
as required--camping (electrical), camping (kitchen), cemetery, waiting for
fireworks/parade, etc.
Please let the list know what you ultimately decide.
Regards,
Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan  49686  USA
231-932-8502 Reference

On Tue, Mar 22, 2016 at 11:57 AM, Hyman, Rebecca A <rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov> wrote:

Hello!

Looking for ideas and links to vendors for library swag (with our
library contact info on it) that your repository gives out for special
events specifically geared to genealogists and educators.
We are looking for items that people wouldn't toss like bags.

So far we have come up with thumb drives, magnifying glasses, pencils.

Any thoughts?

Thank you,

*Rebecca Hyman*

Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian

Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

919 807 7454 office
919 733 5679 fax
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov
109 East Jones Street
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600

*Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the*
*North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.*
Librarian (Collections Specialist)/ Reference Librarian (Vacancy #: 150272)
GS-1410-09 - Library Services (Humanities and Social Sciences, Collections and Services) - $53,435.00 - $69,460.00
Opening Date: Mar 21, 2016
Closing Date: Apr 12, 2016

The Humanities and Social Sciences Division plans and administers general reference and research services in the Local History and Genealogy, Main, and Microform Reading Rooms by providing assistance to researchers seeking solutions to research problems. Constituents include Congress, other government agencies, scholars and the general public. To facilitate such research, the Division's specialists recommend the acquisition of print, micro format and computer file materials of research value in the humanities and social sciences. In addition, the Division has custodial responsibility for the Library's growing holdings of micro format material, and computer file material, such as CD-ROMs, computer software and books with disks. The Division maintains reference collections for its reading rooms, bearing responsibility for the development, bibliographic control, processing, and general custody of these collections. For visiting scholars the Division offers a program of special services and facilities, including colloquia and intellectual exchange. The work of the Division affects the development of Library programs and the policies, standards, and principles used by librarians in government, public and academic libraries throughout the United States. The incumbent exercises initiative, judgment, tact, and flexibility in meeting the reference requirements of constituents, is familiar with the rapidly growing and complex body of library and information science, and maintains a working knowledge of the operation and resources of the Division and the Library as a whole.

This position is located in the Humanities and Social Sciences, Collections and Services, Library Services.

The position description number for this position is 10703.

Application Information: https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433368900

James Sweany
Head, Local History & Genealogy
Humanities and Social Sciences Division
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540-4660
jswe at loc.gov
202.707.5599
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.

From nlynn at mclib.net  Thu Mar 24 15:32:57 2016
From: nlynn at mclib.net (nlynn at mclib.net)
Date: Thu, 24 Mar 2016 14:32:57 -0500
Message-ID: <B0025601301@mta104>

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.

From nlynn at mclib.net  Thu Mar 24 15:32:41 2016
From: nlynn at mclib.net (nlynn at mclib.net)
Date: Thu, 24 Mar 2016 14:32:41 -0500
Message-ID: <B0025517136@mta105>

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.

From nlynn at mclib.net  Thu Mar 24 15:32:49 2016
From: nlynn at mclib.net (nlynn at mclib.net)
Date: Thu, 24 Mar 2016 14:32:49 -0500
Message-ID: <B0025517143@mta105>

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.

From nlynn at mclib.net  Thu Mar 24 15:33:44 2016
From: nlynn at mclib.net (nlynn at mclib.net)
Date: Thu, 24 Mar 2016 14:33:44 -0500
Message-ID: <B0024274092@mta103>

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
I will be out of the office until Tuesday, March 29. If you need immediate assistance please call the Adult Services Manager, Sarah McGowan at 270-442-2510 Ext 120.
The History & Genealogy Department at St. Louis County (Missouri) Library is seeking a qualified person to fill the position of Library Assistant III. A job description follows.

Apply online at: https://www5.recruitingcenter.net/Clients/slcl/PublicJobs/controller.cfm?jbaction=JobProfile&Job_Id=10861&esid=az

*Library Assistant III ? History & Genealogy *
Job Purpose:
Locates a variety of information and materials to meet the needs of Library customers.

Essential Job Functions:
1. Interviews customers and assesses their needs in order to provide appropriate information.
2. Organizes and participates in special projects and programming to enhance the quality of service to the community.
3. Maintains and develops reference collection to provide the best resources for reference use.
4. Educates customers on library use to enable customers to become confident Library users.
5. Works effectively as part of a team to ensure quality reference service.
6. Other duties as assigned.

Job Qualifications:
? Bachelor?s Degree
? Must possess a commitment to a high level of public service
? Must possess excellent communication and organization skills and ability to work well with others
? Must possess good judgment and analytical and problem solving skills

Physical and Mental Requirements:
? Ability to stand for up to 8 hours per shift
? Ability to bend to low shelves or reach to high shelves when retrieving Library materials
? Ability to lift a minimum of 20 lbs.
? Ability to push a full cart of books or other Library materials
? Ability to complete multiple tasks simultaneously
? Ability to operate various types of Library equipment
? Ability to use a pc, word processing and e-mail
Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
From nross at bryantx.gov  Tue Mar 29 12:35:14 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2016 16:35:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History degree
In-Reply-To: <CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473CB5BCE@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>

Congratulations!
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:33 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] History degree

Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com  Tue Mar 29 12:41:14 2016
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2016 12:41:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] History degree
Way to go!!
Congratulation.

Tom

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 12:35 PM, Ross, Nancy M <nross at bryantx.gov> wrote:

> Congratulations!
> >
> > Nan Ross
> >
> > Carnegie History Center
> >
> >
> > *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
> *Sent:* Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:33 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* [Genealib] History degree
> >
> >
> > Good morning, all!
> >
> >
> > I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended
> my Master?s thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in
> History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period.
> For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in
> ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.
> >
> >
> > I hope it?s not inappropriate to post this.
> >
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Nancy
> >
> >
> > Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> >
> > Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> >
> > Grapevine Public Library
> >
> > 1201 Municipal Way
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com  Tue Mar 29 12:43:57 2016
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim Harrison)
Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2016 09:43:57 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] History degree
In-Reply-To: <CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAAV9_qLW-poHCyiHa=auXeRVuxbZG1tS1N8aX-QWg3fRsr1=zQ@mail.gmail.com>

Congrats! I think it is wonderful news.
Kim
Kim S. Harrison

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 9:33 AM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

> Good morning, all!
> 
> I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended
> my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in
> History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period.
> For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in
> ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.
> 
> I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Nancy
> 
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160329/296e2098/attachment.html>

From: erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov (Bradford, Erin)
Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2016 17:13:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History degree
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<BN3PR09MB03390C5D17E982F8C6F51076E6870@BN3PR09MB0339.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

Congrats!

Erin Bradford
Genealogy Reference Librarian
N.C. Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

109 East Jones St.
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4600

[cid:image004.png at 01D0C310.30B97D20]

Email correspondence to and from this address may by subject to NC Public Records Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official

From: Nancy Maxwell [mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:33 PM
Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov

Let me join in the chorus of congratulations!

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 10:13 AM, Bradford, Erin <erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov> wrote:

> Congrats!
>
> Erin Bradford
> Genealogy Reference Librarian
> N.C. Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
> North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources
> 109 East Jones St.
> 4640 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, NC 27699-4600

> [image: cid:image004.png at 01D0C310.30B97D20]
>
> *Email correspondence to and from this address may by subject to NC Public
> Records Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an
> authorized state official*
>
> *From:* Nancy Maxwell [mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov]
> *Sent:* Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:33 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] History degree
>
> Good morning, all!
>
> I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended
> my Master’s thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in
> History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period.
> For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in
> ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.
>
> I hope it’s not inappropriate to post this.
>
> Thanks,
Greetings!

The University of New Hampshire archives recently received a donation that included 13 reels of microfilm of Supplemental Applications to the Society of Colonial Wars in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The donor requested that if we decided not to keep the microfilm, we should attempt to find a good home for it.

If you are interested in it, please let me know and we will box it up and send it to you (no strings attached).

Kathrine Aydelott
From Kathrine.Aydelott at unh.edu Tue Mar 29 14:02:40 2016
From: Kathrine.Aydelott at unh.edu (Aydelott, Kathrine)
Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2016 18:02:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Society of Colonial Wars Microfilm
Message-ID: <29F6954E-F9C1-448C-8763-D56D2B1A80F7@unh.edu>

The Society of Colonial Wars Microfilm recently offered has been claimed.

Thanks for your interest!

Kathrine

Kathrine C. Aydelott, MLIS, PhD
Reference/Instruction Librarian
Dimond Library
University of New Hampshire
18 Library Way
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-0657
kathrine.aydelott at unh.edu
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Congrats! All of us must continue our education in some form, so that we can continue to educate those we work with.

Laura

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 12:33 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

> Good morning, all!
> 
> I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master’s thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.
>
>
> I hope it’s not inappropriate to post this.
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> Nancy
>
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Laura W. Carter
Congratulations Nancy. Good job.

Charlene Key Sokal, NEAPG MASS

Erin Bradford

Genealogy Reference Librarian

N.C. Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

109 East Jones St.
4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4600
Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
Thank you, Genealibbers, for your kind words about me passing my thesis defense. I enjoyed all of the research and writing. Genealogy and librarianship go very well together!

Gratefully,

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov

Congratulations!
Thanks for sharing your good news!
Best,
Maggie Long

Sent from my iPhone
Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

Yes, they do! What great news. Congratulations!

Martha Grenzeback  |  Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St.  |  Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org  |  402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

*What I am reading?*Ghost Walls, *by Sally M. Walker*
Thank you, Genealibbers, for your kind words about me passing my thesis defense. I enjoyed all of the research and writing. Genealogy and librarianship go very well together!

Gratefully,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
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I will be out of the office until Monday, April 4th.

Thank you,
Kelsey Edwards
Library Director
Bladen County Public Library

Pursuant to North Carolina General Statutes Chapter 132, Public Records, this electronic mail message and any attachments hereto, as well as any electronic mail message(s) that may be sent in response to it may be considered public record and as such are subject to request and review by third parties.
Just want to add my congratulations to Nancy as well! Great news!

Kathy Grimshaw, MLS
Reference Librarian
Clifton Public Library
292 Piaget Avenue
Clifton, NJ 07011
973-772-5500

From jefferson.moak at verizon.net  Wed Mar 30 10:50:52 2016
From: jefferson.moak at verizon.net (Jefferson Moak)
Date: Wed, 30 Mar 2016 10:50:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks for thesis responses
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLH0BibKEcwmnyxU0uG9eM0ie_pEjKSBBeU0NffMuv3EB2g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CY1PR09MB0635E57CB6BB5F085A8DE98FAC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com> <CANLxXLH0BibKEcwmnyxU0uG9eM0ie_pEjKSBBeU0NffMuv3EB2g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <001501d18a93$8f5939b0$ae0bad10$@moak@verizon.net>

I too want to offer congratulations. I have sometimes encountered resistance in the history field to the notion that genealogists are true historians. However, much of written history is based upon the painstaking indexing and transcription work that the genealogists, archivists and librarians do on a daily basis. When I was in my master's program 20 years ago, I wrote a piece on archival appraisal. There are several quotes that I want to share:

"No other job performed by the archivist places as heavy a burden as that of records selection. The archivist holds history in his or her hand: the decision to dispose is irreversible, the archivist alters the course of potential scholarship."

"In David Eddings?'s fantasy, King of the Murgos, one of the main characters, Belgarath, comments upon the importance of the librarian (actually the manuscript curator) after being directed to the proper manuscripts:

'I?ll have to admit that he?s a very competent scholar.'
'Isn?t he just a librarian?' Garion asked, 'somebody who looks after books?'
'That?s where all the rest of scholarship starts, Garion. All the books in the world won?t help you if they're just piled up in a heap.'

"The raison d?etre for archivists and manuscript curators is quite nicely summed in that last statement. Although only a few archivists write research papers and monographs, archivists as a group quietly and unassumingly dictate the course of scholarship with their daily archival decisions."
The same is true for librarians. As librarians and archivists, we hold the key to the passage between the record and the research.

Again, my congratulations - it is an accomplishment.

Jefferson M. Moak  
Retired archivist, NARA at Philadelphia; Philadelphia City Archives  
Verifying Genealogist for several lineage societies  
8411 Anderson Street  
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Martha Grenzeback (LIB)  
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 8:39 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Thanks for thesis responses

Yes, they do! What great news. Congratulations!

Martha Grenzeback  | Librarian  
W. Dale Clark Main Library  
215 S. 15th St.  | Omaha, NE 68102  
<mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org  | 402.444.4826  
<http://omahalibrary.org/> omahalibrary.org  
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>  <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>  
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>  
What I am reading? Ghost Walls, by Sally M. Walker

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 5:49 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:

Thank you, Genealibbers, for your kind words about me passing my thesis defense. I enjoyed all of the research and writing. Genealogy and librarianship go very well together!

Gratefully,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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I have a B.A. in history, focused on American history and political science, but have found that many do not consider anyone who has less than a Master’s degree to be a true historian. Nonetheless, I have always found the knowledge of resources, research techniques and writing history term papers gained in college to be a great benefit as an academic/archival librarian.

Susan Scouras  
Librarian/Library Manager  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 10:51 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Thanks for thesis responses

I too want to offer congratulations. I have sometimes encountered resistance in the history field to the notion that genealogists are true historians. However, much of written history is based upon the painstaking indexing and transcription work that the genealogists, archivists and librarians do on a daily basis. When I was in my master's program 20 years ago, I wrote a piece on archival appraisal. There are several quotes that I want to share:

"No other job performed by the archivist places as heavy a burden as that of records selection. The archivist holds history in his or her hand: the decision to dispose is irreversible, the archivist alters the course of potential scholarship.

"In David Eddings's fantasy, King of the Murgos, one of the main characters, Belgarath, comments upon the importance of the librarian (actually the manuscript curator) after being directed to the proper manuscripts:

'I?ll have to admit that he?s a very competent scholar.'
'Isn?t he just a librarian?' Garion asked, 'somebody who looks after books?'
'That?s where all the rest of scholarship starts, Garion. All the books in the world won?t help you if they?re just piled up in a heap.'

"The raison d?etre for archivists and manuscript curators is quite nicely summed in that last statement. Although only a few archivists write research papers and monographs, archivists as a group quietly and unassumingly dictate the course of scholarship with their daily archival decisions."

The same is true for librarians. As librarians and archivists, we hold the key to the passage between the record and the research.

Again, my congratulations - it is an accomplishment.

Jefferson M. Moak
Retired archivist, NARA at Philadelphia; Philadelphia City Archives
Verifying Genealogist for several lineage societies
8411 Anderson Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
What I am reading? Ghost Walls, by Sally M. Walker

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 5:49 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

Thank you, Genealibbers, for your kind words about me passing my thesis defense. I enjoyed all of the research and writing. Genealogy and librarianship go very well together!

Gratefully,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed, 30 Mar 2016 09:46:41 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] History degree
In-Reply-To: <0519A50F-56AD-4AD4-B630-51117BCFFBC1@gmail.com>
References: <CY1PR09MB0635224381682F9430831A04AC870@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXVoFK=pbaZAwtnEr80bG9+fDE4Hmg2YaJ6B0VOPV4_mEQ@mail.gmail.com>

Congratulations

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 4:54 PM, Maggie <longmml88 at gmail.com> wrote:

> Congratulations!
> Thanks for sharing your good news!
> Best,
> Maggie Long
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On Mar 29, 2016, at 12:33 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
> wrote:
Good morning, all!

I just wanted to share some good news. Yesterday I successfully defended my Master's thesis and will graduate in May with a Master of Arts in History. My focus is the American colonial through early national period. For years, I have preached to my patrons the crucial role of history in ancestral lives. Now I think I have even more to offer them.

I hope it's not inappropriate to post this.

Thanks,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian

Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room

Grapevine Public Library

1201 Municipal Way

Grapevine, TX 76051

Voice: 817-410-3429

Fax: 817-410-3084

E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
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Jefferson, I was nodding in agreement all the way through your post. There's very little fanfare for those who quietly and unassumingly preserve these documents for the future. If it wasn't for the work they do (mostly with a lot of love and TLC), there would be no recorded history to study and learn from. The ramifications of destruction and neglect are beyond belief.

Nancy

---

Jefferson M. Moak
Retired archivist, NARA at Philadelphia; Philadelphia City Archives
Verifying Genealogist for several lineage societies
8411 Anderson Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 8:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Thanks for thesis responses

Yes, they do! What great news. Congratulations!

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org<mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org<http://omahalibrary.org/>

[cid:image001.png at 01D18A91.7CE63E10]<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
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What I am reading? Ghost Walls, by Sally M. Walker

On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 5:49 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>> wrote:
Thank you, Genealibbers, for your kind words about me passing my thesis defense. I enjoyed all of the research and writing. Genealogy and librarianship go very well together!

Gratefully,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429<tel:817-410-3429>
Fax: 817-410-3084<tel:817-410-3084>
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
Colleagues, a final sincere thank you for your kind words about earning my Master's degree. I'm proud to be associated with a such a superb group of professionals.
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160330/a0a26e63/attachment.html>

From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov  Thu Mar 31 11:53:19 2016
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 31 Mar 2016 15:53:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] space problem & microfilm rolls
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7D9B6@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>

Our genealogy room is too small for the amount of material we have. Some of it has to go. I began by withdrawing bound periodicals from other states. They were not being used and if someone really needed one of them, most were available through ILL or in the larger libraries which are nearby. Now I am considering the cabinets of microfilm. I am thinking of withdrawing all microfilm which is not Texas related. This would include the tons of census records from other states. With the availability of the records online, larger libraries and a regional archive center nearby, are there any reasons why I should keep them? And if I do decide to withdraw them, what can I do with them? I also have duplicates of census rolls for Texas and a local paper. However, we not only have all of the newspaper rolls, but the Texas State Library also has the rolls in case something happens to ours, we could replace them.

What are your opinions of my problem? Are there any other areas that I could look at to pare down? We will not be getting a larger space in the next several years so I would like to make our collection user friendly and with enough space in the area to turn around. As it is now, the aisles are narrow (but ADA width) and deadend at a wall. The shelving units are tall enough to block the light making it difficult to see in some of the aisles and the 2 tables we have for people to work at are back to back making the space between the tables less than desirable.

The women who began this collection accepted anything and everything which was great, in the beginning. But the space is cramped and finding materials is difficult. We don't even have a catalog computer in the room (no space) so patrons have to walk across the library to those computers, write down the call numbers and then walk back to begin their search. Help me make this room a really great one. We have always received compliments about our collection and people literally come from all over for local history searches.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still "small town" community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters quality economic growth in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of Weatherford may be monitored.

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From sboyd at dclibraries.org Thu Mar 31 12:15:04 2016
From: sboyd at dclibraries.org (Boyd, Shaun K)
Date: Thu, 31 Mar 2016 16:15:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] space problem & microfilm rolls
In-Reply-To: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7D9B6@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
References: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7D9B6@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Message-ID: <BLUPR0701MB10607243B6EACBF934D4A839B3990@BLUPR0701MB1060.namprd07.prod.outlook.com>

I would think one set of the local paper would be pretty vital - even if it's at the state library, you will probably be the most likely place researchers will look for it. I'm pretty ambivalent about the census - with its online availability, I would think that would be ok to let go - especially the non-Texas stuff in your case. We recently got a ScanPro 2000 and became a FamilySearch Affiliate, and that has brought new life to our microfilm use. We have digitized all our newspapers from 1881-1966 through the Colorado State Library and they get lots of use (though the microfilm is now sadly less used.)

I don't have any disposal advice, sorry.

Our library has a pretty aggressive weeding policy for the "regular" collections, which means that we have new books coming in all the time, but the old ones go out at almost the same rate. This has influenced our history/genealogy collection in that our customers now expect our collections to look newer than they used to. You could look at materials that are woefully outdated (online genealogy guides from 2003, etc.) and that could help - weed or replace. We do depend on nearby large repositories for the more in-depth genealogy researchers (Hi James!) and try to talk them up to our suburban/rural customers: "Make a day of it! Have lunch downtown!"
I would say focus on what only you have or feel responsible for, such as your local history, local cemeteries, local newspapers, and then expand out. For example, our collection policy includes: "Douglas County, the High Plains (which includes nearby counties), the Divide, the Front Range and the State of Colorado" We collect in that order. Occasionally I let a "Western" book slip in, but generally we're pretty tight with our collections.

Shaun

Shaun Boyd
Douglas County History Research Center | Douglas County Libraries
100 S. Wilcox | Castle Rock, CO 80104 | 303-688-7732
http://douglascountyhistory.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Poznick
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 9:53 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] space problem & microfilm rolls

Our genealogy room is too small for the amount of material we have. Some of it has to go. I began by withdrawing bound periodicals from other states. They were not being used and if someone really needed one of them, most were available through ILL or in the larger libraries which are nearby. Now I am considering the cabinets of microfilm. I am thinking of withdrawing all microfilm which is not Texas related. This would include the tons of census records from other states. With the availability of the records online, larger libraries and a regional archive center nearby, are there any reasons why I should keep them? And if I do decide to withdraw them, what can I do with them? I also have duplicates of census rolls for Texas and a local paper. However, we not only have all of the newspaper rolls, but the Texas State Library also has the rolls in case something happens to ours, we could replace them.

What are your opinions of my problem? Are there any other areas that I could look at to pare down? We will not be getting a larger space in the next several years so I would like to make our collection user friendly and with enough space in the area to turn around. As it is now, the aisles are narrow (but ADA width) and deadend at a wall. The shelving units are tall enough to block the light making it difficult to see in some of the aisles and the 2 tables we have for people to work at are back to back making the space between the tables less than desirable. The women who began this collection accepted anything and everything which was great, in the beginning. But the space is cramped and finding materials is difficult. We don't even have a catalog computer in the room (no space) so patrons have to walk across the library to those computers, write down the call numbers and then walk back to begin their search. Help me make this room a really great one. We have always received compliments about our collection and people literally come from all over for local history searches.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still "small town" community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters quality economic growth-in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of Weatherford may be monitored.
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From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 31 Mar 2016 16:53:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] space problem & microfilm rolls
In-Reply-To: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7D9B6@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
References: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80126E7D9B6@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Message-ID: <SN1PR09MB0766C4A3B83444558FB6C909D8990@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

I would keep the newspaper duplicates and store them elsewhere if you can. Duplicating microfilm is not as easy as it used to be, nor is it inexpensive. You would also have a backup roll on hand for that single roll of film that gets mishelved and stays lost for months, which happens all too often. Another option is to digitize from the microfilm and offer the newspaper on your library patron computers. I would still keep one set of the microfilmed paper stored as a backup.

I think you could let your non-Texas and your duplicate Texas microfilm go. At most, keep border states. Offer it here on the listserv first. If you don't get takers check archived Genealib for recent posts about disposing of microfilm. I know this came up not too long ago.

Does the library have enough non-public space to give you a "Closed Stacks" section? You could move less used materials there and pull them for patrons upon request. Catalog them with a Closed Stacks designation and put a Closed Stacks label on those books. We also put only one copy in the Reading Room. Duplicates are kept in Closed Stacked and pulled on request. We have always had a Closed Stacks area, but expanded it to make room for materials that were non-West Virginia/non-border state, but were states of origin for a significant number of people who
ended up here so we didn't want to get rid of them. We moved the set of New England Historical and Genealogical Register to Closed Stacks, but left the indexes in the public Reading Room. We did the same for the set of War of the Rebellion, which is also available online. You may have a large set where you could do the same.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Poznick
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 11:53 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] space problem & microfilm rolls

Our genealogy room is too small for the amount of material we have. Some of it has to go. I began by withdrawing bound periodicals from other states. They were not being used and if someone really needed one of them, most were available through ILL or in the larger libraries which are nearby. Now I am considering the cabinets of microfilm. I am thinking of withdrawing all microfilm which is not Texas related. This would include the tons of census records from other states. With the availability of the records online, larger libraries and a regional archive center nearby, are there any reasons why I should keep them? And if I do decide to withdraw them, what can I do with them? I also have duplicates of census rolls for Texas and a local paper. However, we not only have all of the newspaper rolls, but the Texas State Library also has the rolls in case something happens to ours, we could replace them.

What are your opinions of my problem? Are there any other areas that I could look at to pare down? We will not be getting a larger space in the next several years so I would like to make our collection user friendly and with enough space in the area to turn around. As it is now, the aisles are narrow (but ADA width) and deadend at a wall. The shelving units are tall enough to block the light making it difficult to see in some of the aisles and the 2 tables we have for people to work at are back to back making the space between the tables less than desirable.

The women who began this collection accepted anything and everything which was great, in the beginning. But the space is cramped and finding materials is difficult. We don't even have a catalog computer in the room (no space) so patrons have to walk across the library to those computers, write down the call numbers and then walk back to begin their search. Help me make this room a really great one. We have always received compliments about our collection and people literally come from all over for local history searches.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov

Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still "small town" community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters
If anyone has a collection development statement that pertains specifically to genealogy and has worked well for you, would you please share it with me? Rather than sending it through the list, please send it to me off list at kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thank you for all your suggestions.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
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